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IN HIS speech at Chelsea on 11th March, Sir Samuel
Hoare, the Home Secretary, said that the democracies
were as anxious as ever to remove the causes of war by
cutting through the entanglements that now stifled
trade and destroyed friendly intercourse. It is a laudable sentiment and it is gratifying to know that some
members of the Government see thus far, but how many
entanglements to foreign trade have been created by
the Government itself during the last eight years ? Sir
Samuel went on to say that they welcomed the contacts
being made between British and German industrialists.
The object of those contacts appears to be a strengthening of monopolies and cartels on lines with which we
are already familiar in the case of the steel industry,
and to be very far from beneficial to the ordinary
citizen either of Germany or of this country. More
freedom of trade and less tariffs is the real remedy, and
when leaders of the Government speak in favour of this
we will begin to believe that they are on the right lines.

Because he kept tools and other articles in his homemade air raid shelter, Senior Air-Raid Warden Felix
Moulin of Edgware, Middlesex, will have to pay more
rates. His assessment was increased £2, and an appeal
to the Assessment Committee was dismissed.—(Daily
Herald, 16th March.)
The case has attracted much attention, but the
decision is no doubt correct. Is there anything more
ridiculous in this case than in the fact that the man
who holds valuable vacant land idle pays no rates, but
if a house is built on it then the occupier is rated ?
*

*

*

A leading article in The Times (14th March) quotes a
special correspondent " who recently travelled through
Carpatho-Ukraine (the total population of which is
about equal to that of Norfolk) " and " found a land
of forests inhabited by simple folk who wanted only to
be left alone, and to be allowed to float their timber
down their rivers to the plains in the south and so earn
a living." Judged by any standards (the correspondent
wrote) " the frontiers are absurd." " They would not
be absurd " (adds The Times) " if it had not become the
habit to erect an economic barrier along every political
frontier ; but as things are it is not surprising that he
found that there was common agreement that the new

boundaries ' could not l a s t ' . "
What is really surprising is that The Times, holding this view in respect of
a very small area in Central Europe, still supports a
government which maintains " economic b a r r i e r s "
round our own coasts.
The Camps Bill, introduced by the Minister of Health,
contemplates the establishment at a cost of about
£20,000 each of 50 school camps each accommodating
350 persons. Seven will be in Scotland. In time of
war the camps will be used for the accommodation of
persons moving from evacuation areas. The camps are
to be set up by non-profit-making companies. Half
the cost will be treated as Government grant and the
other half as a loan to be raised from charges made to
persons using the camps in peace time. There will be
powers to purchase land compulsorily, but it is not
clear how much of the cost will be for land purchase.
More money for landowners is also foreshadowed in
the Government's Civil Defence Bill which among
other things will empower local authorities to buy land
beneath which shelters can be constructed which may
be used in normal times as car parks.
*

*

#

Lord Lloyd, addressing the Scottish Conservative
Club in Edinburgh on 27th February, deplored the
depletion of mercantile shipping. There were 2,000 less
merchant ships than in the days of the great war, and
more mouths to feed and fuel to carry. At the outbreak
of the last war the Navy needed 23,000 men from the
merchant service. Subsidies might be necessary, but
the real method was to recover our trade.
O n the same day Lord Craigmyle, a former Chairman
of the P. & O. Company, made some similar observations at a national service rally at Galashiels. H e said
that the greatest cause of the fall of ship-building at
British yards was the lack of employment for British
shipping. A serious subsidiary cause was the enormously high prices which ruled for new tonnage
constructed in this country. These had forced a number
of British ship-owners to build abroad out of selfdefence.
Such are the results of the abandonment of free trade.
Tariffs and quotas have reduced imports and exports.
T h e Government has fostered and encouraged a steel
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ring which has raised prices. It is now suggested that
they will complete the vicious circle by subsidizing shipbuilding—the taxpayer contributing to build ships
whose employment is taken away by taxes !
*

*

#

T h e Duke of Newcastle has sold the valuable residential estate known as Nottingham Park to Oxford
University. The estate comprises 160 acres, including
Nottingham Castle which is let to Nottingham Corporation on a 500 year lease at a rent of £ 6 0 0 a year.
The Manchester Guardian (9th March) says that the
purchase money, it is understood, is being provided out
of the £1,000,000 given by Lord Nuffield to endow a
medical school at Oxford. We may now look forward
to the opposition of this great seat of learning to any
proposal to tax or rate land values, and it will no doubt
be said that such a measure would reduce the monies
available for education. But what is to be said to the
University authorities who invest its trust funds in this
way, well knowing the public demand for taxation of
land values ?
*

*

*

It was announced on 17th March that no agreement
had been reached at the Palestine Conference. A statement issued by the Arab delegation said that the breakdown was not on any of the three major q u e s t i o n s independence, immigration, land—but it seems nevertheless that failure to solve the land question is the
underlying reason. It is significant that the Arab
statement said that they had believed that by accepting
the 400,000 Jews who had already against their wish
and despite their protests entered the country the
British Government should have been able to decide
that they had discharged their obligations to Zionism.
T h e clear implication of this is a desire to stop Jewish
immigration. T h a t in turn indicates a belief that the
country is unable to support a growing population.
This seems to us to be a complete mistake. An increasing population could produce a greater amount of
wealth per head. This would be to the advantage of
the Arabs if a land and fiscal system were established
which would prevent land speculation and ensure that
the increasing value of land were used for the general
good of the community, Arab as well as Jew. Without
such a reform the country will meet with increasing
difficulties.
*

*

*

In the House of Lords on 7th March the Marquess
of Zetland moved the second reading of the Deer and
Ground Game (Scotland) Bill. He said that deer
forests had greatly increased in the 50 years preceding
the war and in 1912 were estimated at 3,500,000 acres.
Deer forests were becoming a perfect nuisance to agriculture in some parts of the country. T h e Earl of
Mansfield said that a friend coming south had seen
from the train an army of deer of not less than 10,000
head. They had to prevent the deer from destroying
the agricultural land. The Earl of Leven and Melville
said he regarded deer as one of the enemies of agriculture. Lord Lovat said the Bill was long overdue.
So the House of (land) Lords endeavours to curtail
the ravages of the landlords' deer.
*

*

*

M r George Balfour, M.P. (who is a Conservative),
speaking as Chairman of the Metropolitan Electricity
Supply Co. at its general meeting on 7th March, said
he had to mention one great anxiety which might in
the near future seriously affect charges to the consumer,
and that was the increasing burden of local rates.
T h e question of altering the obsolete system of valua-
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tion for rating purposes must be dealt with soon. It
was a matter of urgency to put our valuation for rating
purposes on a sound and logical basis.
How M r Balfour proposes the rating system was not
stated. His name was not on the division list as either
opposing or supporting the London County Council's
Site Value Rating Bill.
*

#

*

Marylebone Chronicle of 11th March (and other
papers) report : Renewed efforts are being made by
the Regent Street Association, which represents 85 per
cent of the shop and property frontage owners in that
important West End thoroughfare, to secure a reduction
in the heavy ground rents they are called upon to pay.
Recently the Commissioners of Crown Lands announced
a remission of £34,000 on account of trade depression
or loss of business, but the shopkeepers consider this
sum negligible, considering that the total ground rents
demanded amount to £520,000 a year. They complain
that the rents were fixed at " boom " figures after the
rebuilding of Regent Street and point out that nowadays
many lessees are forced to accept reduced rents from
their tenants. The Crown Lands Abstract Accounts, 1937,
published a fortnight ago, showed that there were
arrears of rent in Regent Street of £176,817 on 31st
March, 1938. In 1913 the street brought in £44,000
to the Commissioners.
*

*

*

From the published estimates it appears that the
national expenditure for 1939-40 will be in the neighbourhood of £1,264,000,000.
The figures for the different Estimates, assuming that
the allowances for debt and interest charges will be the
same as in the current year, are as follows :—
Navy
£148,000,000
Army
£161,000,000
Air
£212,000,000
Civil Defence
£57,000,000
Debt Charges
£230,000,000
Civil Dept. (including Post Office) £446,000,000
Supplementary Estimates
..
£10,000,000
£1,264,000,000

Total

As the Government is proposing to raise £350,000,000
by loan, the balance to be raised out of revenue will
be £914,000,000 or somewhat less than in the current
year.
*

'

*

*

HENRY GEORGE'S PRINCIPLES
TWELVE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

AXIOMS

Production without tariff.
Consumption without customs.
Circulation without difficulties.
Workshop without proletariat.
Wealth without Parasites (rent of land for the
Community).
Conscience without prejudice.
Law without mistake.
Force without army.
Fraternity without brotherhoods.
Word without gag.
Work for all.
Scaffold for none.
R O G E L I O CASAS

CADILLA.

A Free Copy of " Land & Liberty " is an invitation
to become a Subscriber. Monthly, 2d. By
Post, 2s. 6d. a Year.
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MUNICIPAL SUPPORT

HENRY GEORGE CENTENARY

have adopted resolutions in recent
months in favour of the Rating of Land Values, the
great majority in support of the London County Council
Site Value Rating Bill, include the following :—
Barking Borough, Battersea Borough, Bermondsey
Borough, Bexley Urban District Council, Camberwell
Borough, Coventry Borough, Dagenham U.D.C., Deptford Borough, Edmonton U.D.C., Erith U.D.C.,
Fulham Borough, Gateshead Borough, Hackney Borough,
Hammersmith Borough, Heanor U.D.C., Hornchurch
U.D.C., Inverness Burgh, Islington Borough, Leyton
Borough, Linslade U.D.C., Port Talbot Borough,
Rawtenstall Borough, Royton U.D.C., Shoreditch
Borough, Southall U.D.C., Sunbury U.D.C., Tottenham
Borough, Walthamstow Borough, Willesden Borough,
Woolwich Borough; also Acton Borough, Cambridge
Borough, Crosby Borough, Failsworth U.D.C., Portland
U.D.C. and Whitley and Monkseaton U.D.C.

The New York International Conference

COUNCILS W H I C H

In a number of other places the subject has been
discussed and although resolution approving the land
value policy was not adopted, informing and well
reported debates brought important facts to light,
which have been placed " on file " for publication by
ourselves later. In Faversham, after discussion, the
Borough Council decided to refer the matter to the
Association of Municipal Corporations.
It is interesting to notice that, in many cases, the
discussion arose out of a recommendation received
from the Edmonton Borough that a resolution similar
to their own calling for the Rating of Land Values
should be adopted. T h e places that have followed the
Edmonton example include Bexley (Kent), Acton,
Cambridge, Crosby (Lanes.), Failsworth (Lanes.),
Portland (Dorset), Whitley and Monkseaton (Northumberland), Royton (Lanes.), Heanor (Derbys.) and
Linslade (Beds.), pointing to the lead Edmonton is
helping to give to the rest of the country. On 1st March
the Tottenham Borough Council, endorsing the resolution
it had passed in December, decided to forward it to all
boroughs and district councils in Middlesex requesting
them to pass a similar resolution.
Why Rents and Rates are High (price Is.) lists on page
206 a total of 222 Local Authorities which since 1919
have passed resolutions urging legislation for Land
Value Rating. Adding the new names on the list as
above, the total of these Local Authorities is now 235.

"WHY RENT AND RATES ARE HIGH"
This is one of those little books that no politician can
do without, whether as a magazine from which he can
draw shot to fire at opponents, or shields with which
to ward off the shots . . . an excellent production
containing a mass of really available information.—
Swindon Advertiser.
The reader will discover how our most urgent national
activities are being thwarted at every turn in order that
unearned thousands of pounds may be absorbed at the
expense of the ratepayer.—Middlesex Advertiser.
Contains over 200 pages crammed with recent examples of soaring land values, publicly created, which
are finding their way into private pockets. The Committee are confident enough of their case to reproduce
verbatim pages of their opponents' arguments ; but
whatever one's view, the sums involved must be of
tremendous importance to the taxpayer.—Suffolk and
Essex Free Press.
F r o m our offices : Is. or Cloth b o u n d 2s.

As ALREADY announced, the International Union, in
co-operation with the Henry George School of Social
Science and the Henry George Foundation of America,
have called an International Conference to be held in
the Hotel Commodore, New York City, on 30th August
to 2nd September, 1939, in celebration of the 100th
anniversary of the birth of Henry George.
Enrolment of members (whether able to attend or
not) are now being received by the International Union
at 34 Knightrider Street, London, E.C.4, and by the
Conference Organisation at 30 West 29th Street, New
York City.
The enrolment fees are : $1 (or 5J.) for attending or
associate members with $1 (5s.) added for those who
wish to be supplied with the set of papers that will be
presented for discussion and subsequent publication.
The papers alone, without attendance or associate fee,
will be supplied at the price of $1 (5f.) the set.
It is imperative that those who are intending to go
to the Conference from Europe should make their travel
reservations at once, as ships are now filling up with the
usual summer traffic supplemented by the large excursion to the World's Fair in New York.
The cost of the visit will of course depend on the class
each intends to travel, on the length of stay in New
York, on the tours any one is likely to take, and whether
it (for example) will be by Canada and the St. Lawrence.
Convenient boats for New York are the Georgic sailing
on the 19th August from Southampton, arriving New
York on 26th August and departing on 8th September ;
and the Normandie sailing from Southampton on 23rd
August, arriving New York 28th August, with return
by Aquitania on 6th September. It will probably be
best to live at the Conference Hotel, The Commodore,
during the days of the Conference, and there too (or
at other hotel) reservations must be made.
In touch ourselves with the travel agencies, we can
help enquirers with all particulars and make reservations
for them. Fare for outward and return journey by
Georgic, as above, is £ 3 6 15s\ third class and £ 5 3 10^.
tourist class. Outward by Normandie and return by
Aquitania, the fare is £ 4 2 third class and £ 6 6 5i. tourist.
An inclusive cost by the Georgic tour, third class, with
hotel in New York from 26th August to 8th September,
would be about £58—to take an example.
Tours
can be arranged for parties travelling together.
P r o m p t decision i s n e c e s s a r y to
ensure
accommodation.

The East Anglian Daily Times gave extensive reports
to local meetings recently addressed by M r R. R.
Stokes, M.P. : the Ipswich branch of the Workers'
Educational Association on " I s Politics the Way Out
of our Modern Problems " ; the inaugural meeting of
the Felixstowe Henry George School of Economics ;
and the Ipswich Rotary Club on " The Philosophy of
Henry George."
The Stoke-on-Trent City Rotary Club was addressed
by Alderman C. Austin Brook on 20th March, his
subject being the " Taxation of Land Values." The
Evening Sentinel gave a good report but that in
the Staffordshire Advertiser was particularly valuable.
Three South London papers (10th March) reported
Councillor C. W. Gibson's address on the L.C.C. Bill
given to the Ratepayers' Association at Norwood.
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incomes that are £125 or more ; and there are only
3,650,000 which are chargeable with tax after the various
personal and other allowances are deducted.
The Report shows a total " gross i n c o m e " of
£3,573 millions. After subtraction of various exemptions and reductions (£700 millions) the " a c t u a l
income " is £2,873 millions. T h e distribution of the
incomes which are brought under review by the
Inland Revenue can be summarized as follows :
Number of
Incomes

Total
" Actual I n c o m e "

Average
Income

APRIL, 1939-

8,704,250
95,750

£
2,389,632,714
483,739,386

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH

8,800,000

£2,873,372,100

£
274
5,052
£326

Postage on this issue is One

Halfpenny.

of the Inland Revenue Department for
the year ending 31st March, 1938, has just been published. It provides striking testimony to the concentration of wealth in few hands in this country. T h e
most significant figures are those relating to numbers
and net capital values of estates liable to death duty,
number of persons chargeable with income tax and
number of persons with an income exceeding £2,000.
The death duty tables should be read in conjunction
with the fact that the number of deaths in a year are
597,800. Of these, 443,860 persons left nothing worth
the'trouble of assessment for death duty. But 153,940
left property worth £594,708,000. It is instructive to
look at the distribution of that amount :—

THE
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Persons

Property Left

Value

97 054
46 829
9 439
'602
16

Not exceeding £1,000
£43,539,000
£1,000 to £10,000
£156,358,000
£10,000 to £100,000
£243,870,000
£100,000 to £1,000,000 £121,390,000
Exceeding £1,000,000
£29,551,000

153,940

£594,708,000

The 95,750 are incomes exceeding £2,000 and subject to
surtax. And of them :—
Incomes

From

To

71,571
16,677
6,963
539

£
2,000
5,000
10,000
40,000

£
5,000
10,000
40,000
—

95,750

Total

Average

£
214,859,594
113,300,842
113,763,070
41,815,880

£
3,002
6,793
16,338
77,578

£483,739,386

Those exceeding £40,000 a year may be said to be
in the millionaire class, on the assumption that £40,000
annual is equivalent to a capital value of £1,000,000.
There were 539 of them in 1937/8. In 1912/13 the
number was 312. After the war with all its expenditure
and enormous sacrifices the number of millionaires
grew to 794. After the " crisis year " of 1931 the number fell to 428 ; but since then with all the crushing
burdens of taxation imposed on the mass of the people,
what with tariffs and other indirect taxation, the
millionaire class is back to 539. It appears to thrive
on bad times. Indeed that is just what happens.
And no explanation of unemployment can be satisfactory
which does not at the same time explain the cause of this maldistribution of wealth. T h a t the fundamental cause, when
you look for it, is the private appropriation of the rent
of land is best revealed in that greatest of economic
treatises—Progress and Poverty, by Henry George.

Figures like that give every one furiously to think
what the reasons can be. It is the problem that faces
every social reformer, and the explanation is certainly
not the incompetence or laziness of the property-less,
nor the superior ability or application to wealth production of those who have so successfully accumulated.
I n regard to income tax, the Report of the Inland
Revenue states that the number of individuals whose
In an article " Can We Scrap London ? " in The
incomes were above the income tax limit (of £125 a
Spectator (11th November) M r Clough Williams-Ellis
year) were 8,800,000 and that after personal and other
urges the decentralization of London's population, but
allowances are deducted the number actually chargeable
unlike many town planners he recognizes that this is
with tax was 3,650,000.
impossible under our present land system. " There is
T h e population of the country is 47,450,000 of which
so formidable a vested interest in metropolitan
the number not yet old enough to be earning or to
congestion that nothing sufficiently drastic to be
be capable of earning their own living is approximately
effective is likely to be done about it. Not, that
13,000,000, leaving an adult and income-earning populais, while our present financial and land-tenure systems
tion of 34,450,000. T h e question, how many of these
persist." He refers to the " inflated land values that
are below and how many are above the £125 income
have been created for private persons by public demand,"
level is not possible of answer from the income tax
and says that land values " now stand as an effective
returns, because " i n d i v i d u a l s " in the figures above
barrier against rational positive planning."
stated comprise m a n and wife where the incomes of
No reference is made to the London County Council's
man and wife are assessed conjointly. Thus, if all were
rating proposals. Town planners will, we hope, realize
married and if incomes of husbands and wives were all
that it is on these lines only that effective steps can be
assessed conjointly, the 8,800,000 " individuals " would
taken to deal with the problem of land values, although
account for a population of 17,600,000.
to have its maximum effect a similar measure should be
Nevertheless it is a striking fact that out of the populaapplied over the whole area of greater London.
tion of 34,450,000 adults there are only 8,800,000
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(Address by A. W. Madsen at the Annual Congress of the
Dutch Justice and Freedom Party, Utrecht, 11 th March)
ACCEPTING your kind invitation which gives me
the pleasure and the privilege of attending the annual
congress of your society, I find it a little difficult to
decide what to say, what message to bring, what news to
convey, what information to impart, or what advice to
offer—if I could be so bold as to offer any advice at all to
colleagues and co-workers like yourselves. For you
are fully conversant with the great truths Henry George
has revealed to the world. From him you have learned
that poverty and unemployment are not natural but
are the results of unwise and unjust laws and institutions.
You have learned, and now you would teach others,
that the fundamental cause of the inequality in the distribution of wealth, and of the harsh and cruel conditions
in which those who have to work for their living must
exist to-day, is the power, the privilege, the monopoly
conferred on some of the people to appropriate to their
own use the rent of land. You show and you show
convincingly, whenever and wherever you are given an
impartial hearing, the social and economic effects of the
private appropriation of that public fund ; how it
produces a growing disparity in the well-being of the
people as a whole ; what dangers attend a society which
is so divided into rich and poor that they who work are
virtually in distress while they who work not, or seem to
do nothing, have abundance ; how, if this process is
not arrested and reversed, h u m a n society will go to
pieces because it holds within it the elements of its own
destruction.
And even now the awful menace of the
collapse of civilization is upon us, unless we mend our
ways.
IN

I speak not of this country or of that country but of all
countries, whether royalist, republican, democratic or
despotic in their methods of government. T h e dreadful
spectre of poverty and unemployment has been allowed
to rule over them, setting m a n against m a n and arousing
passions which some foolishly attribute to racial or
religious or political differences and prejudices. W e
have an old saying in Scotland which says " Empty
cribs make biting horses," which is true whatever may
be the colour of the horse, or its name, or its race and
pedigree and the ancestry of its grandfathers and grandmothers. In other words, where men and women are
and have been condemned to poverty, and a perpetual
struggle to maintain life is the lot of large masses of the
people, they begin to be consumed with hatred of they
know not what. They become the ready tools of the
demagogue either to make class or religion or race the
excuse for repression of fellow countrymen, or to make
war against foreign nations and steal from them what
they have. But it was the poverty and unemployment
that drove the people thus to despair and madness, not
the demagogues or the self-seeking politicians. T h e
latter are merely the more violent patients in the lunatic
asylum into which the people as a whole have been
driven by the economic injustice their own laws (where
they did have the chance to make them) have provoked.
Henry George was by no means the only one to predict
that such calamity would befall mankind if justice were
not done. But I know of no mortal m a n preceding him
who so clearly defined social justice and showed how to
attain that which he did so ably define—the justice that
must be based upon the respective property rights of the
individual as an individual and of the community as a
community. W h a t the individual produces as the
results of his labour is his as against the State, and what
the community produces belongs to the State as against

the individual. It was in his analysis of economic
rent, and its functions, that Henry George was able to
draw the line of demarcation across every atlas or m a p
of every h u m a n endeavour, a line which every statesman
and every social reformer, whatever label he may like
to give himself, must take as a guiding line if his aim is
that the labourer shall enjoy the fruits of his labour, and
that the benefits of material, mental and spiritual
progress shall be equally distributed to all, like the
sunshine and the rain which Heaven bestows.
Most of us, reading the chapter in Progress and Poverty,
entitled " How Modern Civilization M a y Decline,"
have been seized with the grimness of its picture, as
if all the world were dark around us and feeling that our
duty and responsibility to work against an almost
certain catastrophe were more than our puny efforts
could undertake. But how quickly we pass through that
pessimistic mood to see, as we read on, the skies disperse
and a new and wonderful world revealed to us. Not
emotionally or romantically but in the light of reason
and sound practical sense ; not the vision of some far
distant ethereal kingdom ; but a world, here and now,
of freedom, happiness and prosperity right under our
feet, and by a change which though radical is simple
and easy of achievement, by due process of constitutional law, not requiring but, in fact, forbidding the
violence of tumult or upheaval, which if ever used will
but in the end destroy what it sets up.
T h e scientist has discovered what he looked for, and he
has answered his own question : " Why in spite of increase in productive power do wages tend to a minimum
which will give but a bare l i v i n g " ? T h e reason
is the private appropriation of the rent of land. T h e
arguments leading to that conclusion have never been
confuted, so that I do not attempt to dwell upon them
here. But from the scientist, the economist, I look to
the statesman for the remedy, and that is given point
blank—to stop the private appropriation of the rent
of land, that being fundamental ; for on examination,
whatever other policies you propose, and even if they
help as palliatives, none is sufficient for none will
solve the riddle with which our enquiry began.
But we are all practical people. We see the urgency
and the need and we ask, how shall the remedy be
applied ? From scientist and economist Henry George
now becomes the practical statesman and it is in that
capacity, I think, he deserves the greatest recognition.
Indeed, if he had stopped the writing of Progress and
Poverty at the point where the nature and function of
the rent of land is proved, and why it is a fund belonging
in common to all the people, he would have scarcely
done more than his predecessors like Ogilvie, Paine,
Spence or Dove, and he would be as little known now
as they are.
Fortunately, Progress and Poverty took the matter into
the realm of practical politics, in a manner which the
ordinary citizen could grasp and combine with his
agitation for better conditions, and which the legislature
of any country could apply—to appropriate the rent
of land by taxation ; to abolish all taxation save that
upon land values. Henry George tested that proposition by all the canons of taxation and proved its wisdom
and justice, its expediency as well, and the ease with
which, given good will, it could be carried out. But he
did far more. H e showed how injurious and unjust
were the present methods of taxation, how they repressed and penalised production and exchange and
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were partners with the land monopoly in causing
deprivation and hard times. His practical remedy is
the full and true expression of liberty, of the freedom of
production and freedom of trade, by which alone mankind can hope to fulfil its destiny here on earth as beings
endowed to help and rejoice one another.
I come to you bearing greetings from your colleagues
and co-workers in Great Britain, they applauding your
endeavours here in Holland to advance our common
cause and gain acceptance for its principles. I am glad
to speak also in the name of our world organisation,
with which you are affiliated, the International Union
for Land Value Taxation and Free Trade, whose great
object and purpose is to lead the nations away from
selfish policies, internal and external, which foment
ill-will and sow the seeds of war.
W h a t progress are we making, you and we ? W h a t
success is attending the Henry George movement in
other parts of the world ?
There are two senses in which we may speak of progress. First, what has been done or is being done to
give legislative effect to our proposals, or what influence
have we in either parliamentary or municipal circles
to stop the rot of bad policies and make way for our better
solution? Secondly, can we say that our ideas are
being more widely accepted among the common people,
among the political parties, among leading men in
business, in the Church, in the professions, and so on ?
Can we say that the education is certainly spreading and
must one day sooner or later result in the adoption of
wise legislation ? I just leave these questions with you
like that, because it is not so easy to measure it all up.
W e are all perfectly conscious of the power of the vested
interests to make our task a hard one, for they so often
hold the keys to the avenues by which we seek to
penetrate the minds and the hearts of people who would
otherwise be most receptive to our message.
W h a t I should do is to sketch briefly to you how we
stand in Great Britain and then say a few words about
other countries. In the first place, the general idea of
the taxation and rating of land values occupies a
prominent place in the programmes of both Labour
and Liberal parties, and has done so for many years.
W e have seen measures carried three times through the
House of Commons or through both Houses to give
effect, at least in some degree, to our proposals. There
was the famous Scottish Bill for the local taxation of
land values in 1906 which after second reading was
referred to a select committee and became a Bill to
make a preliminary land valuation. It was rejected
by the House of Lords. It was sent to them again and
was mutilated, then withdrawn. In 1909 came the
more famous People's Budget of M r Lloyd George
which with all its defects, in the matter of the taxes
it imposed, would have provided the basis for future
land value taxation. But the war of 1914 came and
inter arma silent leges. After the war a reactionary
government repealed this legislation. With our agitation always maintained, and well maintained, we had to
wait, through several changes in government, till 1931,
when M r Philip Snowden produced his wholly admirable Finance Bill making provision for a tax on land
value and a site-value valuation of the whole country.
But the crisis and panic election of 1931 destroyed that
Government. We got a reactionary administration in
its place which immediately suspended and two years
afterwards repealed M r Snowden's Act.
It would not be possible to understand the position
of our movement in Great Britain without taking note
of the immense amount of work that has been done
through the municipalities (the city and town councils).
Land Value Taxation first came into practical politics
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through the action of the Glasgow City Council which
in 1895 called upon, and received, the co-operation of
many hundred municipalities in demanding the necessary legislation from Parliament. Between 1901 and
1905 many bills were introduced but could not get far
in that Conservative House. When the Liberals took
office in 1906, and after the fate of the Scottish Bill
already mentioned, it was decided to put the proposals
in a Finance Bill which the House of Lords could not
touch. Thus came Lloyd George's Budget in 1909.
T h e House of Lords tried to stop even this and we had to
have two General Elections before the powers of the
Lords to interfere with any financial measure were
finally destroyed.
After the war, and during that long period of reactionary government, the agitation for the land value
policy was maintained through the municipalities, great
cities like Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield and Cardiff
taking the lead, particularly Cardiff ; and with all these
efforts our movement was, of course, intimately in
contact. It is a splendid field of endeavour offering
most valuable opportunities for educational propaganda. Suffice it to say that with the agitation of
these leading cities and towns, added to our own, no
fewer than 222 local authorities have since 1919 adopted
resolutions in favour of the land value policy. But
Conservatives have been in the saddle and Parliament
has obstinately refused to legislate.
T h e latest incident is the most significant. I n 1936,
the London County Council decided to demand legislation from the Government ; but even that great and
influential body, the London County Council, had its
request refused by this reactionary administration.
T h e Council then decided to prepare and introduce a
Bill of its own which would have to be a " Private
Bill " since it applied only to its own area. You will
appreciate the great importance of this determination
on the part of the London County Council and what an
impression it has made on the rest of the country.
Nevertheless the Council has again been frustrated.
T h e landed and propertied interests, while they opposed
the proposals in the press, by manifestoes and petitions
and other agitation, knew of course that a majority
would vote against it in the House of Commons ;
but they were anxious not to have any debate at all,
which would only help the agitation in favour of the
land value policy. They sought a ruling from the
Speaker asking whether such proposals could proceed
in the form of a Private Bill, and the Speaker ruled
that they could not. T h e ruling is and must be accepted
because the Speaker's word is final in that matter.
T h e question asked hangs on a technicality in the
House of Commons' procedure, and on the distinctions
between what are known as Private Bills and as Public
Bills. And it remains in doubt whether, if the Speaker
had not been asked for his ruling, the Bill as a Private
Bill would or could have gone forward.
T h e London County Council Bill evoked a nationwide campaign the echoes of which have by no means
died down. O n the contrary, the determination of the
municipalities and of the advocates and friends of the
Land Value policy to knock still louder at the doors of
Parliament has been powerfully stimulated by this
setback, hastening the day when the Government in
power must enact the necessary legislation.
You will judge, I a m sure, from what I have told you,
that the municipalities would not be pressing forward
in this way, and candidates for Parliament and town
councils would not be pledging their support, if there
was not a powerful public sentiment behind the idea.
In that sense, surely, we can say that great success has
attended the efforts of the protagonists of this reform,
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which is so securely based on the principles and policy
Henry George gave to the world.
I would say that no reformer, no economist, has been
so amply justified in his day and generation as Henry
George himself.
It is his teaching which has inspired the legislative
progress that is on record in the Statute Books of a
number of countries. Consider New South Wales and
Queensland. Consider New Zealand. Consider the
Transvaal and Western Canada. Consider most notably the country that has taken the lead in Europe—
Denmark. In these countries, in greater or smaller
degree (without of course coming anywhere near
completion), the principle is in operation which takes
taxes off buildings and improvements and places them
instead on the value of land whether used or not. When
one considers the immensity of the task we have in hand,
the liberation of labour and industry from their present
shackles which has to be accomplished and can only
be accomplished by voting down the interests which
exploit the present situation, the progress is not so little
after all. We can speak happily and proudly of the
influence that Henry George has exerted and is exerting
upon the minds of men.
This year we celebrate the 100th anniversary of his
birthday. We hope that the centenary will be celebrated in a manner worthy of the memory of this great
man, and in every country where there are adherents
to spread his ideas and work for the emancipation of the
peoples. As you know, there is to be a great International Conference in New York on 30th August to
2nd September, held under the auspices of the Henry
George School of Social Science, our International
Union and the Henry George Foundation of America.
Already I should have mentioned and paid tribute
to the great work the Henry George School is doing,
its hundreds of extension classes and the thousands
of students who have gone through its course of study,
an achievement which we can all hope will be emulated
in many countries. But in New York, in any event,
there will attend a great body of these new adherents,
the young men ana women whose hands are now taking
hold of the torch of truth. We of the International
Union are offering all the assistance in our power to
achieve success for the centenary celebrations, not alone
in New York but in all countries, organising an interchange of service, plans and proposals ; a multiplied
publicity that everywhere the Press may be well supplied. We wish to know about centenary celebrations
wherever they may be held, about planned or promised
radio addresses, so that simultaneously throughout
the world there shall be a demonstration acclaiming
Henry George and his message ; and everywhere men
and women will again dedicate themselves to the greatest
work anyone can do, equal to the occasion and convinced of its justice and efficacy—the great work of
making this world a better place than we found it and
a better place than it is to-day.

T h e value of t h i s paper does not end
w i t h YOUR reading it. Your b u s i n e s s
associate, your neighbour or your f e l l o w
w o r k e r m a y not have s e e n it. . . .

FORM

OF

BEQUEST

I bequeath {free of duty) to the United Committee for the
Taxation of Land Values, Limited, the sum of £
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EDUCATION HELD TO RANSOM-COST OF SCHOOL SITES
IN THE House of Commons on 23rd February, M r
Lindsay, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of
Education, answered a number of questions addressed
to him. T h e following information deserves to be
put on record :—
HORNCHURCH,

ESSEX

In reply to Mr F. B. Simpson (Ashton-under-Lyne) :
Acquisition of 2.7 acres of land was confirmed by the
Board in November, 1937. T h e land was acquired
by agreement with an additional plot of 0.55 acres.
T h e price was £6,270.
This is equivalent to £ 2 2 3 per acre. T h e Minister
said : " T h e site appears to have been grass land, and
information is not available as to its rateable value."
Fact is, that as " grass land " these high-priced acres
were not rated at all.
LOUGHTON,

ESSEX

In reply to Mr W. Joseph Stewart (Durham, Houghtonle-Spring) : A compulsory purchase order was confirmed by the Board on 26th October, 1937, for the
acquisition of three acres on the north-west side of
Valley Hill extension. The local education authority
had since been able to come to terms with the owner,
and a proposal to purchase the land for £2,000 was
now before the Board. " T h e land appears to be used
at present as a field, and information as to its rateable
value is not available."
T h e proposed price is at the rate of £ 6 6 7 an acre ;
and, of course, as a " field " it was quite exempt from
rating, very valuable as it is.
SWILLINGTON,

YORKSHIRE

In reply to Mr W. Paling {Wentworth) : T h e three
acres in Templeswam Road were secured a t a figure
(£660) recommended by the district valuer. T h e
land was formerly leased by the West Riding County
Council as the site of a temporary council school ; its
rateable value was not known.
T h e land was sold at the rate of £ 2 2 0 per acre.
By description it had not been in use and accordingly,
under the present rating system, it was treated as having
no value.
ISLEWORTH,

MIDDLESEX

In reply to Mr R. J. Taylor (Morpeth) ;
For the
acquisition of 25.19 acres south of the Great West
Road and east of Lampton Park extension, compulsory
powers had been confirmed by the Board on 23rd August,
1937. T h e land was now in process of being acquired
at a cost of £45,000.
This is at the rate of £1,786 per acre. By contrast,
as the Minister stated, " the land had previously been
used for horticultural purposes, and was not assessed
for rates."
HARLINGTON,

MIDDLESEX

In reply to Mr B. W. Gardner {Upton, E.) :
On
23rd September the Board confirmed the compulsory
purchase of 6f acres north of Bath Road, and the site
is in process of being acquired at a cost of £5,100.
This is at the rate of £ 7 5 5 per acre. Here again :
" T h e site had previously been used for horticultural
purposes and was not assessed for rates."
LONDON, ST

PANCRAS

In reply to Mr D. M. Adams {Poplar, S.) : Acquired
by compulsory purchase, confirmed by the Board on
17th December, 1937, the London County Council

had paid £2,500 for 6,118 sq. yds. with house and
garden at 44 Haverstock Hill. This had previously
been used as a clergy house for St Silas's Church, and
its net annual previous rateable value was £68.
T h e price of the land, the house being demolished,
was a pure site value, and is equivalent to £1,976 per
acre, and the price was 38 times the net rateable value.
BECKENHAM,

KENT

In reply to Mr R. C. Morrison {Tottenham, jV.) : A site
of 1.85 acres was acquired, by agreement, on 15th February, 1939, by the Beckenham Borough Council at
the junction of Kingswood and May's Hill Roads,
Shortlands. T h e price was £3,250.
This is at the rate of £1,757 per acre. T h e land had
previously been part of a private estate, and its previous
net annual rateable value was £ 2 2 , equivalent to £ 1 2
per acre.
BEXLEY,

KENT

In reply to Mr George Lansbury {Bow and Bromley) :
T h e Board confirmed the compulsory purchase, by the
Kent County Council, of a site of 4.72 acres off Apple
Avenue, Bexley. T h e price was £4,665.
This is at the rate of £ 9 8 8 per acre. " T h e land
was previously used for agricultural purposes and was
not assessed for rates."
House of Commons, 27 th February
WEST MOLESEY,

SURREY

In reply to Mr R. W. Sorensen {Leyton, W.) : Land
which was previously a gravel pit and rated at £ 6 a
year, wanted for school purposes on the northern
boundary of West Molesey Central School, was purchased by the County Council in July, 1937, for £2,800.
T h e area was 3.66 acres, the price being equivalent to
£ 7 6 5 per acre.
BRECON

In reply to Mr T. Williams {Don Valley) : T h e County
Council after having taken compulsory powers acquired
by agreement a site of 2.046 acres adjoining Brecon
Boys' School. The price was £400, equivalent to £ 1 9 5
per acre. T h e Minister said that this land was previously agricultural and had not been assessed for rates.
House of Commons, 9th March
YORK

In reply to Mr W. Dobbie {Rotherham) : T h e York
County Borough Council acquired in October, 1938,
by compulsory purchase, the site of 3 - 20 acres adjoining
Queen Anne Secondary School. T h e price was
£1,200. T h e property had been the buildings and
part of the land of a farm ; " information of previous
rateable value was not available." But unless there was
a farm dwelling the rateable value would be nothing at
all. Yet the price was £1,200. T h a t corresponds to
£ 3 7 5 per acre.
CHOBHAM,

SURREY

In reply to Mr J. Henderson {Manchester, Ardwick) : For
6'433 acres of land at Chobham, formerly non-assessed
allotments and with a garage on it assessed at £ 4 net
annual rateable value, the Surrey County Council was
paying a price of £1,352. This is equivalent to £ 2 1 0
per acre.
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CONSERVATIVE AGRICULTURAL POLICY
(Reprint, with acknowledgments, of a letter by Mr Alfred Beesly in the " Manchester Guardian," of 28th February.)
F O R SEVEN years we have been blessed—or cursed—
with a Conservative Government which boasts that it
has done more to benefit agriculture than any previous
Government. It is quite true that it has poured out
more public money on agriculture than ever before.
Consider some of the things towards which the money
has gone.
There has been money for beet, wheat, oats, barley,
hops, milk, potatoes, cattle, pigs ; money to cut bracken
in Scotland, to rebuild the cottages necessary to house
the labour upon which farm profits and rents depend,
to renew the plantations sold at high prices to the
public during the war, to pay the rates from which
agriculture has been relieved, to fertilize the land
(which belongs to private owners) with lime and basic
slag. Nobody knows the exact cost, but that great
agricultural authority Sir Daniel Hall, speaking at the
British Association last summer, put the figure at
£40,000,000 a year—direct and indirect. I have heard
other authorities put it much higher, but perhaps to
avoid all possible controversy we may be content to
accept Sir Daniel's figure.
And what has been the result of this enormous expenditure of public funds, this extraction of money
from the pockets of the rest of the community in order
to provide profits for a particular class ? If it had
made agriculture prosperous many people would have
considered it worth while. But we hear on all sides
that farming is to-day facing the greatest crisis in our
lifetime. T h a t is the point to which seven years of
Conservative government has taken us—seven years of
mess, muddle, and incompetence . It has all brought
us to the greatest crisis of our lifetime. We are told
that it is the method of trial and error. There is
certainly plenty of error about it.
And what is the remedy which it is now proposed
should be applied by the very same people who have
been responsible for the sorry pass in which agriculture
now finds itself? There is to be more money for sheep
and a standard price (which, of course, means a higher
price) for all cereals. How much more money is that
going to cost, and who is going to pay it ? Will anyone
tell us ? With the Budget unbalanced, grinding taxation, vast expenditure on rearmament, depreciating
sterling, depressed exports, and derelict areas, nobody
ever mentions the cost, but it will have to be met.
And after these muddlers in the Government have
finished with it, what prospect is there that they will
have been any more successful than in the last seven
years ?
Government activities have, however, been devoted
to other things relating to agriculture than the payment
to it of other people's money. They have taken care
to extend their methods of trial and error in other
directions also. How much of that £40,000,000 a year
has remained in the pockets of the farmers ? Having
first filled the farmers' pockets the Government has
then picked them. T h e price of almost everything a
farmer must buy has been bolstered u p by the policy
of Protection, which has brought utter disaster to our
shipping, our exports, and our distressed areas. If
sellers in any part of the world are willing to provide
our farmers with cheap machinery, implements, galvanized iron, wire, netting, bricks, cement, girders, nails,
screws, tools, piping, feeding stuffs, coal, transport,
boots, shoes, or other articles of clothing, the Conservative Government has taken care so to arrange things

by means of tariffs, quotas, regulations, and controls
that it cannot be done. Farmers complain that wages
are much higher than formerly. How can that be
helped if the cost of everything a farm-worker has to
buy is artificially raised ? He would be better off with
less wages if his money went farther.
Forty millions a year ; and that is not enough !
Must it really be more ; far more ? How long do
farmers think that the rest of the community is going
to stand it ? Is that a sound basis on which to build
the prosperity of agriculture ?
And that is not all. It is to be a condition that farmers
must submit themselves honestly to whatever control
may be necessary. Whose control ? Why, of course,
the control of those very people whose methods have
reduced agriculture to a condition of the greatest
crisis in our time. A cheerful prospect indeed !

THE SURVEYOR IS WITH US
A correspondent gives us from his files the following
extract from an article by " W. H. E . " in the Surveyor of
6th January, 1939, writing on the Estimation of the
Cost of Acquiring Land and Buildings :
Situation is of paramount importance in determining
the value of land. A few square yards in the West
End of London may be worth thousands of pounds
whilst a similar area in the heart of the country would
not fetch as many pence. Land in the centre of a city
has great potentialities for producing income for commercial purposes and, therefore, has high value. . . .
Land forming building sites in business areas of towns
is commonly valued at so much per square foot or per
square yard. Land immediately adjoining a busy street
has a much higher value than land further back from
a business point of view. A deep site with a short
street frontage is generally less valuable than a shallower
site with a longer street frontage. Deep sites are often
valued in stages or " zones " at different distances from
the street, the zone nearest the street being the most
valuable and those behind it decreasing in value very
rapidly per unit area the further they are from the street.
Building land for houses fronting roads is commonly
priced in terms of " foot frontage," the price per foot
being governed to some extent by the depth of the plots.
. . . Prices per foot frontage vary enormously, depending upon the situation of the land and the demand for
building land in the district. Building land fronting a
public highway carrying sewers and other public
services is much more valuable than similar land fronting private streets or unmade roads with no public
services. T h e presence or absence of various services
should always be ascertained before attempting to fix a
rate per foot frontage for building land.
T h e matter could not be put better. O n their own
ground, the Surveyors and Land Agents argue quite
brilliantly, if often quite unconsciously, for the principle
and the policy of Land Value Taxation.
M r Rogelio Casas Cadilla writes that M r Jesus
Paluzie Borrell of Barcelona, a zealous follower of
Henry George, is in a concentration camp at La Tour
de Carol, France. M r Casas would like the circumstances of this good fellow to be known so that any
sympathetic co-workers in the Henry George movement
might assist him with food or the means to purchase it.
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"SINGLE TAX GEORGE"
THE

EDITOR,

Land & Liberty.
Dear Sir,—I recognise it is generally considered
unwise for an author to cross swords with a hostile reviewer ; nevertheless permit me to offer some comments on the unfavourable notice of my book on
Single-Tax George which appeared in the last issue of
Land & Liberty.
My complaint of the review is exactly the same as the
reviewer's complaint of my book. " The tone and outlook are entirely misleading." Anyone reading the
notice would imagine I had deliberately set out to play
the part of devil's advocate to George's reputation.
Nothing was further from my purpose. I wished to
give a balanced estimate of his place in the history of
social thought and action, and I was therefore compelled
to make some reference to his faults as a man and his
errors as a thinker. At the same time, as anyone will
see who reads the book, I have paid ample tribute to his
real greatness of mind and his distinction as a social
philosopher.
Your reviewer is concerned that I alluded to some of
George's temperamental weaknesses. M y excuse is
that I was painting the picture of a man, not adding
more plaster to the statue of a saint. In his own lifetime,
George suffered from the indiscriminate adulation of
some of his followers. It would be a thousand pities if
such a fate pursued him after death. No surer means
could be devised of ruining his reputation with posterity.
As for his theories, I was bound to criticize them, but
I claim I have not criticized them unfairly. The point
I made is that George unduly simplified the social
problem. In Progress & Poverty he spoke as if the land
were practically the only source of economic exploitation. No intelligent observer of our present system
can subscribe to this view. T h e world we live in offers
innumerable opportunities for exploitation. There are
other monopolies besides land monopolies and state
monopolies. Think of the history of trusts in America
and elsewhere. Pace your reviewer, the ownership
of anything that is scarce, whether it be land, capital,
commodities or services, gives an opportunity for
economic exploitation. In a society that is honeycombed with monopoly, it will require more than a tax
on rent to protect producers against legalized robbery.
W h a t about interest, for example ? What is the
fundamental distinction between rent and interest that
makes the one a legitimate source of income and the
other a form of theft ?
Of course, George himself was dimly aware of all this
in his later years, and he tried to salvage his theory by
vague statements that the single tax must not be regarded as a panacea. But he never openly contradicted his bold thesis in Progress & Poverty that a single
tax on rent would cure poverty. And this, in my
opinion, is the chief blot on his fame as a thinker.
I have no desire, however, to enter into a discussion
on the merits of the single tax. All I want to do is to
try to correct a wrong impression which your reviewer,
perhaps unintentionally, gave of my book. It was not
meant as a sustained attack on Henry George. It was
an attempt to pass an impartial judgment on him as a
figure of history. A biographer, who discharges his
task faithfully, must bring out the shadows as well as the
lights of his subject. T h a t I have tried to do so in the
present instance does not mean that I am animated
by any hostility or prejudice against Henry George.
I hope therefore that single taxers will not put my book

on their Index Expurgatorius. The output of books on
Henry George is, at present, so meagre, that his disciples
cannot afford to overlook any account of him, however
much it may contradict their preconceived ideas.
I, on the other hand, would be deeply disappointed
if your readers got the impression that my book was not
worth their attention. The section of the reading public
interested in Henry George is so limited that if my book
is not read by the people who read your paper, it runs
a grave risk, I fear, of never being read at all.
Yours sincerely, A R T H U R B I R N I E .
I entirely accept M r Birnie's statement of his objects
in writing his book and that he had not consciously
intended to belittle either Henry George's achievements
in social philosophy or his character as a man. Whether
M r Birnie accomplished his object, I leave to those who
read his book.
M r Birnie says that he " wished to give a balanced
estimate of his (George's) place in social thought and
action." Henry George's practical proposal was to
raise public revenue by taxation of land values with
corresponding abolition of other taxes. I think it will
be difficult for the reader to discover what M r Birnie's
view of this proposal is. To give an example : Does
M r Birnie consider that it is equitable and economically
advantageous that the whole burden of municipal
taxation in this country should be imposed upon the
occupiers of immovable property and that the recipients
of economic rent should be exonerated from contributing
to public services which maintain and increase that rent?
Is it a " chimera," one of the " unsubstantial
creations " of George's brain, to suggest that this position
should be reversed ? If so, it is held by more than two
hundred local authorities in this country. What I
complain of in Mr Birnie's book is that it omits to deal
with any concrete issue of this kind, or to indicate any
opinion as to the value of Henry George's proposals.
He is so concerned to deny that taxation of land values
is a panacea, that he conveys the impression that it is
of no importance.
I should not attempt to deny that there are other
infringements of economic freedom besides those directly
arising from our system of land tenure and taxation.
Perverse ingenuity has in recent years created a whole
host of them through quotas and other restrictions.
If space allowed, I could elaborate how closely connected
they are with land monopoly. I will content myself
by quoting Prof. John R. Commons' statement : " I f
size of fortunes is taken into account it will be found that
perhaps 95 per cent, of the total values represented by
these millionaire fortunes is due to those investments
classed as land values and natural monopolies, and to
competitive industries aided by such monopolies."
M r Birnie will perhaps think that Professor Commons
and I are afflicted by " the intransigence of the abstract
reasoner." As one who has taken some practical part
in public life for a quarter of a century, I may retort
that what the world is suffering from is the incurable
sloppiness in the reasoning of those who are unable
to see any guiding principles of conduct in human affairs
and who endeavour to solve each isolated difficulty by an
ad hoc remedy regardless of its repercussions on other
problems.—YOUR

REVIEWER.

For your Library—Indexed Bound V o l u m e s o f
" L a n d & L i b e r t y " f o r 1938, Price T e n Shillings,
are n o w ready. T h e price o f the Index alone i s
One Shilling.
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THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION AND THE L.C.C. BILL
D U R I N G F E B R U A R Y the Chartered Surveyors' Institution issued a Memorandum on the L.C.C. Bill for
Rating of Site Values part of which we reproduce
below. Although we do not agree with all its conclusions we welcome this as an endeavour to make an
objective study of the proposal.
•
EXTRACTS

F R O M

*
T H E

*
M E M O R A N D U M

1. S C H E M E OF T H E BILL

The general scheme of the Bill is to raise a rate by
a levy of two shillings in the £ upon the estimated
annual site value of every " land unit " within the
various rating areas of the Administrative County of
London, subject in general to such exemptions from
rates as are now obtainable. It would appear, however,
that agricultural land in the County of London is not
to be exempt from the site value rate. T h e proceeds
of the proposed site value rate are intended ostensibly
to diminish the amount which the London County
Council would require to raise on the present basis
of rating by means of the County Rate.
In considering the Bill generally, it should not be
overlooked that the rateable value of any hereditament
on which rates are at present levied includes the present
annual value of the site as well as of the buildings
upon it.
2. T H E

E F F E C T ON R A T E S IN

LONDON

The imposition of the proposed site value rate would
not in itself necessarily increase the burden of rates
upon the various hereditaments in the County of London,
taken as a whole. T h e product of the proposed levy
will be used to reduce, pro tanto, the amount of rates
leviable over the same total area. If the present
rateable value of the County of London be taken
roughly at £65,000,000, and the present annual site
value at £30,000,000 (which figures are roughly those
on which the London County Council estimates of the
proceeds of the site value rate are based), the result would
be a reduction in the County Rate of about one shilling
in the £ . If, therefore, owners and occupiers of
property are taken as a whole, the burden of rates
will not be increased. T h e main effect will be that
some of that class who do not now bear part of that
burden directly, will in future bear part of the
£3,000,000 which the site value rate is expected to
raise, while those who pay the county rate will be
relieved to that extent ; and the distribution of the
burden will be changed according to the proportion
which the annual value of the site bears to the rateable
value of the site and buildings. T h e Bill is apparently
designed to place a heavier burden upon owners and
occupiers in areas where land values are high as
compared with those where land values are low.
It has been roughly estimated that, under the scheme
of the Bill, a site value rate of 2s. in the £ will relieve
the County Rate in London to the extent of Is. in the
£ , taking all the rateable hereditaments in London
as a whole. If the figures of £65,000,000 and
£30,000,000 be accepted, the annual site value of
London is something less than 50 per cent of the rateable
value. As between one Metropolitan Borough and
another, however, that proportion varies ;
in the
City of London it is estimated at about 85 per cent
as against about 25 per cent in Poplar and 30 per cent
in Lewisham. Consequently, while as a result of the

site value rate Poplar and Lewisham might benefit
to the extent of £23,500 and £39,000 respectively
from the relief afforded to the county rate, the City
of London might lose to the extent of about £320,000
owing to its high land values.
In this connection a statement made by M r H.
Weber Brown, C.C. (reported in the City Press of
6th J a n u a r y , 1939), is of interest. In the City of
London, he states, land and buildings are assessed
at £12,117 rateable value to the acre as compared
with £4,297 in Westminster, £4,066 in Holborn and
£2,397 in St Marylebone. At the other end of the
scale the comparable figures are Poplar £327,
Lewisham £260, Greenwich £ 2 5 6 and Woolwich
£145. T h e rateable value per acre of land and
buildings of the whole of the administrative County
of London (including the City) is £823.
3. T H E

EFFECTS OF AN A R B I T R A R Y

BOUNDARY

T h e new basis of rating introduced by the Bill will
clearly disturb capital values as between properties
which are inside or outside the administrative county
and as between properties which are situated in areas
of lower and higher land value within the county.
T h e extent of the disturbance is difficult to foresee.
In the same connection, if it is an object of the Bill
to compel the owner of values whose interests have
benefited from public expenditure to contribute further
and directly towards that expenditure, it is unfair
that an owner who is outside a n arbitrary boundary
should escape his contribution though his interest
may have benefited as much as or more than that
of another owner who happens to be inside. T h e
benefits which flow from London's rate-borne expenditure are not confined to sites within the administrative
county, but extend to all land in Greater London.
4 . ANNUAL SITE

VALUE

The Bill defines annual site value as the annual rent
which the land unit, divested of buildings, might be
expected to realise if demised with vacant possession
in the open market by a willing lessor upon a perpetually
renewable tenure.
A large part of London was developed under the
leasehold system some seventy or eighty years ago ;
some thousands of acres were developed over a hundred
and fifty years ago, and are still used for their original
purpose. In large numbers of cases, if the tenants
could be displaced and the old houses demolished the
value of the cleared site would be greater than the
value of the site with the present buildings upon it.
T h e basis of valuation assumes a rent which may not
be obtainable at the time the valuation is made. T h e
land unit may be subject to a lease or statutory restrictions which prevent the taking of possession.
The
market rent will not be obtainable until the land unit
is cleared of buildings and available for redevelopment.
5 . PLANNING

RESTRICTIONS

T h e value of a site vacant and available for rebuilding
cannot be estimated without knowing, with some
degree of certainty, how it will be effected by restrictions upon use, height of the building and the proportion of the site which may be covered by the building.
Until the town-planning schemes for London, now in
course of preparation, have reached their final and
approved shape, any general valuation of sites in
London will be a most complex matter. . . .
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rates by the amount of the produce of the site value rate.
6 . T H E U N I T OF V A L U A T I O N
It brings out very clearly one of the main results
T h e land unit which must be valued for the purposes
of the rate is, broadly speaking, the unit of occupation. of the change which would be effected. T h e burden
T h e unit of occupation, however, may not be, and of rates would be redistributed throughout the area.
often is not, the unit which would be considered for the It is assumed that a rate of two shillings in the pound
purposes of redevelopment. An estimate of annual on annual site value would relieve the ordinary rates
site value would therefore have to be based on what by one shilling in the pound. If this is correct for
might be an obsolete and short-lived arrangement of London, then the total amount of rates (site value rate
and ordinary rate) payable in respect of any property
occupations.
would
be the same as under the existing system if the
If, for example, two sites in the same ownership
but in different occupations were taken, the annual annual site value was equal to half the rateable value.
value of both land units valued as a single site, might If the ratio of site value to rateable value was higher
be £3,000. Valued as separate units, the sum of the the total payable in respect of any property would be
two valuations would certainly not be £3,000, and greater, and if the ratio were lower the total would be
less. (We neglect for the moment whether the rates
might not be much more than half that figure.
T h e further example may be taken of a row of working- would be paid by the same persons or not.)
T h e Surveyors' Institution estimates that in the
class cottages on a long narrow site. T h e site value of
the unit of occupation is negligible when considered City of London the ratio would be as high as 85 per
cent, while it would be 25 per cent in Poplar and 30 per
as such.
If the present unit of occupation be taken as a basis cent in Lewisham. T h e result is that in total the rates
for ascertaining annual site value, it is clear that there payable in respect of properties in the City would be
will be inequality in valuation as between owner and increased, according to the Institution's estimate by
owner, merely owing to the fortuitous circumstance £320,000, while the total rates of Poplar and Lewisham
of the present arrangement of occupations ; and the would be reduced by £23,500 and £39,000 respectively.
valuation would be largely hypothetical in that it It does not follow, of course, that there might not be
could not take into account the potentialities of the individual properties in the City where the rates would
particular site when considered with those adjoining be reduced, nor that there would be no individual
properties in Poplar or Lewisham where they would
for the purposes of future development.
not be increased. T h a t depends upon the individual
7 . INCIDENCE OF T H E S I T E V A L U E R A T E
ratio relating to each property.
I n addition to the redistribution as between property
It is claimed that the site value rate will transfer
part of the rate burden to the site owner. Temporarily and property there is a change of incidence as between
it may do so ; but when an existing lease or agreement the persons interested in any property. O n this point
expires the higgling of the market will enable the site the Surveyors' Memorandum is much less clear. I n
owner to use the expected relief in rates on existing Section 3 it argues that it is unfair that an owner of
rateable values as a bargaining factor to negotiate a land should be rated in London, but not outside,
higher rent. T h e mind of an occupier, when agreeing thereby implying that the rate will remain incident on
to a rent, is affected by the amount which he will have the owner. I n Section 7 it argues that the rate will be
to pay not merely by way of rent, but by way of rates shifted on to the tenant. In Section 8 it admits that the
burden of rates on the suburban owner-occupier will
as well as rent.
be reduced. T h e second of these statements is incon8 . E F F E C T ON INVESTMENTS AND M O R T G A G E S
sistent with the others, and is incorrect.
I t is probably true that the security for mortgages
T h e amount of rent which a tenant will pay depends
on suburban residential property built for occupying upon the state of demand and supply. In order that
ownership since the war may to some extent be improved there should be an increase of rents, there must be a
by the imposition of a site value rate. With this class diminution of supply. T h e rating of site values will
of property the rate burden is on the whole likely to not tend to diminish the supply of accommodation.
be lightened rather t h a n increased.
O n the contrary by inducing owners of undeveloped
O n the other hand, the provisions in the Bill for a and badly developed land to use such land adequately
redistribution of the present incidence of the rate it will increase the supply of accommodation. Rents
burden cast upon the lessor a burden which the lessee will, therefore, tend to fall rather than to rise.
freely assumed when entering into his lease—a startling
T h e M e m o r a n d u m also indicates an opinion that
example of legislative interference with existing con- there will be difficulties in valuation, especially in the
tracts. Large sums of money have been invested in period before the London T o w n Planning Schemes
the purchase or in loans upon the security of interests become final. Nevertheless land in London is now
in land subject to long leases at fixed rents. U n d e r being bought or leased day after day, and therefore
the provisions which enable the occupier who pays the the essential data for making a valuation exists. Neither
site value rate in the first instance to deduct u p to two is it an objection to the proposed valuation that it will
shillings in the pound on the rent which he pays to his be of the site, as a site, disregarding the buildings and
immediate lessor, the lessor will suffer a reduction improvements upon it. O n the contrary, this is of
of 10 per cent in his income. It follows that the capital the essence of the proposal, and it will tend to secure
values of property investments which are affectcd by that the use made of sites corresponds to their value,
this deduction will be reduced by at least that amount ; instead of being as imperfect as it now often is. I t is
and where mortgages have been granted on the security also incorrect to say that there is bound to be a great
of rents fixed for periods, the value of the security will disparity between the valuation of a series of plots in
be diminished by at least, if not more than, the capitalized different occupations as compared with an equal and
amount of the deduction.
similar area in one occupation. O n e of the factors
*
*
*
which affects the mind of a prospective purchaser
T h e Memorandum admits that the object of the Bill or lessee is the possibility of uniting a site with an
is not to raise more revenue but to raise the revenue adjoining site in order to get a n area better suited
required in a different manner, relieving the existing for development. Divergences of value under such
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circumstances need not be of a large order. In the operation of the system readjustments of a desirable character
would undoubtedly take place which would even out
any slight inequalities.
Objection is taken to the provisions for ensuring that
receivers of ground rents shall bear their proper share
of the site value rate. This is of the essence of the plan,
One of the complaints against the present system is that
those who benefit by a publicly created value make no

contribution towards local expenditure. Once it is
agreed that they should contribute, it follows that
private arrangements made between individuals must
not be allowed to override the intentions of the legislature. Any other method of dealing with the matter
would have the entirely unjust result of exempting some
receivers of site values, and of compelling others to bear
site value rate on values which they do not enjoy but
pay over to their lessors.

PAST ACCUMULATIONS AND PRESENT RENTS
We give below the interesting and instructive correspondence
that has passed between M r Charles E. Berry, retired Land
Surveyor, of Torquay, and M r C. V. Brayne, C.M.G., ex-Land
Commissioner of Ceylon, and now member of the Leatherhead
Urban District Council. The discussion between them recalls
the passage in Henry George's book, The Condition of Labour:
" We do not seek to despoil the Egyptians. We do not ask that
what has been unjustly taken from labourers shall be restored.
We are willing that bygones should be bygones and to leave
dead wrongs to bury their dead. We propose to let those who,
by the past appropriations of land-value, have taken the fruits
of labour, retain what they have thus got. We merely propose
that for the future such robbery of labour shall cease—that for
the future, not for the past, landholders shall pay the community
the rent that to the community is justly due."

F r o m M r C. E. Berry to M r C. V. Brayne
I support Land Value Taxation, but am puzzled
about past accumulations, represented by bonds, deeds,
etc. I will explain and ask for your opinion.
Suppose the old School Board purchased a site for
£20,000, financed, of course, by borrowed money.
Suppose the vendor of the land to the School Board
actually bought £20,000 of the bonds issued by the
responsible authority to buy this site.
Thus : " A " sells site for £20,000. " B " lends
School Board £20,000 and receives a bond or deed
for £20,000 bearing 4 per cent interest.
" A " buys of " B " £20,000 Bonds. (Merely a
coincidence.)
Forgive me for labouring the point, for to shortcircuit the business " A " might just as well be given
bonds direct or " A " might just as well have created a
ground rent. (All this happened years ago.)
Here now is the crux of the matter : (1) As ground
landlord, " A " would pay Land Value Tax. As bondholder, he escapes it.
You and I know that enormous accumulations have
come from the land and are called capital, but they
really originated as economic rent.
But Land Value Taxation alone will not satisfy unless
past accumulations, now made a permanent charge like
the School Board bonds, are levied upon by a heavy
Income Tax, otherwise these escape.
The case of the School Board and the bonds is purely
fictitious, and is given for illustration.
F r o m Mr C. V. Brayne t o M r C. E. Berry
I sympathize with your point of view. Strict justice
should not allow the landowner who has sold his land
to get away with the unearned increment, whether he
gets it in cash or securities. As a matter of practical
politics, however, I think it would be extremely difficult
to follow him once he had sold out, though, of course,
any income he got from his new investments would be
liable to be taxed in the ordinary way.
When we consider the economic effect of the first
introduction of taxation or rating of land values, we
shall see that, even if the initial tax or rate is only a light
one, the anxiety of the landowner to save his skin, so
to speak, is going to work for the benefit of the com-

munity. This anxiety will drive many to try to sell
out before the price of land falls, and this impulse acting
over a wide area is exactly what is going to bring down
the price of land from its present speculative level nearly
to the true economic value, that is, the value of land
for actual use. In districts mainly agricultural this
will be the value of land for agricultural purposes. The
result will be of immense benefit to the whole community, will facilitate the provision of houses still badly
wanted, will bring down rents, will stimulate industry
of all kinds, and tend to raise wages and reduce
unemployment.
If, according to the strict theory of justice, the State
were able to follow the money or securities for which
land was exchanged and put a special tax upon them,
the motive for a quick sale by the holder would be
gone and one of the beneficial economic results of the
introduction of the tax or rate on land values would
be lost.
We have to realize that the hundreds of millions
which should in the past have gone to the community,
but have gone instead into private pockets as unearned
increment, have been irretrievably lost. It is no use
crying over spilt milk. The important thing is to get
taxation and rating of land values started so that
from now onwards the rent of land and with it the
benefits of any further increases in its value may gradually be diverted from private pockets and made available
for the use of the Community.
Rates on land values should be used to wipe out a
corresponding amount now collected on the old basis,
and taxes similarly.
The ear-marking of rates and
taxes on land values for any special purpose would
not in my opinion produce the best results.

The Daily Telegraph, 16th March, 1939, reported that
Italy has decided to revise the assessment values of land
and house property in town and country to enable the
Government to raise the present taxes on all real estate.
*
*
*
Friends and colleagues of the late R. L. Outhwaite
will be especially grieved to learn of the death of his
widow and devoted comrade in the great work he did
for the Henry George Movement. She had not been
in good health latterly, but ever since she lost her
husband (in November, 1930), she had done all she
could to make opinion for the principles of economic
freedom for which he and she had striven together
back to the time when " R . L . O . " first campaigned in
Australia and South Africa, coming to England in 1906
and later entering Parliament. Kathleen Outhwaite,
deprived of her partner, carried on loyally with patience
and perseverence, and persuaded and helped many
by the force of her example. W e pay tribute to her
memory and extend to her son and daughter our
sincere sympathy in their bereavement.
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GEORGE BERNARD SHA V ON ECONOMIC RENT
(Extracted from

T H E IMPOSSIBILITIES OF ANARCHISM,

choice may be, the first thing you find
is that the reward of your labour depends far more on the
situation in which you exercise it than on yourself. . . . At
Charing Cross or Cheapside fortunes are to be made :
in the main street at Putney one can do enough to hold
up one's head : further out, a thousand yards right or
left of the Portsmouth Road, the most industrious m a n
in the world may go whistle for a customer. Evidently
retail shopkeeping is not the thing for a m a n of spirit
after Charing Cross and Cheapside have been appropriated by occupying owners on the principle of first
come first served. . . .
Take that financial trinity, Glyn, Mills and Currie ;
transplant them only a few miles from Lombard Street,
and they will soon be objects of pity to the traditional
sailor who once presented at their counter a cheque for
£ 2 5 and generously offered to take it in instalments, as
he did not wish to be too hard on them all at once.
Turning your back on banking, you meddle in the
wheat trade, and end by offering to exchange an occupying ownership of all Salisbury Plain for permission to
pay a rack rent for premises within hail of " T h e
Baltic " and its barometer. . . .
A good soil will often yield the strongest and richest
grain to less labour per acre or per bushel than must be
spent on land that returns a crop less valuable by five
shillings a quarter. . . .
Of two men with equally good heart to work and
machinery to work with, one may be on a stream that
will easily turn six millstones ; whilst the other, by a
natural default of water, or being cut off by his fellow
higher upstream, may barely be able to keep two pairs
of stones in gear, and may in a dry season be ready to
tie these two about his neck and lie down under the
scum of his pond. . . .
H o w would occupying ownership of mines work,
when it is an easier matter to get prime Wallsend and
Silkstone out of one mine t h a n to get slates and steam
fuel out of another, even after twenty years' preliminary
shaft-sinking ? . . .
T h e distributor flourishes where men love to congregate ; his work is to bring commodities to
men ; but here the men bring themselves to the
commodities.
Remove your distributor a mile and
his carts and travellers must scour the country for
customers. None know this better than the landlords.
U p High Street down Low Street, over the bridge
and into Crow Street, the toilers may sweat equally
for equal wages ; but their product varies ; and the
ground rents vary with the product.
Competition
levels down the share kept by the worker as it levels u p
the hours of his labour ; a n d the surplus, high or low,
according to the fertility of the soil or the convenience
of the site, goes u p as high rent or low rent, but always
in the long r u n rack rent, to the owner of the
land. . . .
U n d e r a system of occupying ownership, rent would
appear only in its primary form of an excess of the prices
of articles over the expense of producing them, thus
enabling owners of superior land to get more for their
products than cost price. If, for example, the worst
land worth using were only one-third as productive as
the best land, then the owner-occupiers of that best land
would get in the market the labour cost of their warps
three times over. This 200 per cent premium would
be just as truly ground rent as if it were paid openly as
such to the Duke of Bedford or the Astors. . . .

W H A T E V E R YOUR

paper read to the Fabian Society, 16th October, 1891).
Rent, in the economic sense, covers payment for the
use of land for any purpose, agricultural or otherwise ;
and town rents have risen oppressively. A much more
puzzling discrepancy between the facts and the theory
is presented by the apparent absence of any upward
tendency in the prices of general commodities. However,
an article may be apparently no less cheap or even much
cheaper than it was twenty years ago ; and yet its price
may have risen enormously relatively to its average cost
of production, owing to the average cost of production
having been reduced by machinery, higher organization
of the labour of producing it, cheapened traffic with
other countries, etc. Thus, in the cotton industry
machinery has multiplied each man's power of production eleven hundred times ; and Sir Joseph Whitworth
was quoted by the President of the Iron and Steel
Institute some years ago as having declared that a
Nottingham lace machine can do the work formerly done
by 8,000 lacemakers. T h e articles entitled " Great
Manufacture of Little Things," in Cassell's Technical
Educator, may be consulted for examples of this sort in
the production of pins, pens, etc. Suppose then, that
an article which cost, on the average fivepence to make
in 1850, was then sold for sixpence. If it be now selling
for threepence, it is apparently twice as cheap as it was.
But if the cost of production has also fallen to threehalfpence, which is by no means an extravagant supposition, then the price, considered relatively to the cost of
production, has evidently risen prodigiously, since it is
now twice the cost, whereas the cost was formerly fivesixths of the price. I n other words, the surplus or rent
per article has risen from 16f per cent to 100 per cent,
in spite of the apparent cheapening. This is the explanation of the fact that though the workers were probably
never before so monstrously robbed as they are at present,
it is quite possible for statisticians to prove that on the
whole wages have risen and prices fallen. T h e worker,
pleased at having only to pay threepence where he
formerly paid sixpence, forgets that the share of his
threepence that goes to an idler may be much larger
than that which went out of each of the two threepences
he paid formerly.
It would take an extraordinary long course of demolition, reconstruction and landscape gardening to make
every dwelling house in London as desirable as a house
in Park Lane, or facing Regent's Park, or overlooking
the Embankment Gardens.
And since everybody
cannot be accommodated there, the exceptionallyfavoured persons who occupy those sites will certainly
be expected to render an equivalent for their privileges
to those whom they exclude.
O N P A G E 79 of his book of reminiscences, Doctor's
Progress (Published 1938, Eyre & Spottiswoode),
referring to his student days in Glasgow, Dr R . McNair
Wilson says : " We all read Henry James' Progress and
Poverty and talked ourselves hoarse about land values.
Lairds became for us prototypes of the Devil. W e
were slightly shaken, however, when somebody told us
that if land was nationalized every bank in the country
would fail. The truth was that we knew nothing
about either economics or finance—or politics for that
manner."
O n referring to the index, under J one finds—
James, Henry, novelist, 196, 197.
James, Henry, economist, 79.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
DENMARK
The Danish public are likely to hear a very interesting
and instructive Radio Broadcast on Henry George on
the 2nd September, the centenary day. This will
probably take a full hour, either for the transmission of
a Danish Centenary Meeting or for a Radio feature on
Henry George lasting the same length of time. Suggestions being considered are that the Radio orchestra
might start with American music from the days of
Henry George, then song by the Radio choir ; and, in
rhythmic form, a historic picture of Henry George and
the U.S.A. in his days, followed by three short talks on
his ideas.
Grundskyld (The Ground Due) for March contains a
long extract from the debate in the Lower House on
a proposed Bill submitted by the Justice Party. It
was agreed that the proposals be referred to the Tax
Commission appointed some time ago under terms of
reference which empower it to report on the extension
and development of the Land Value Taxation legislation. Other features in this number are : An interesting
comparison (with numerous examples) between the
market prices of land when sold and the value at which
that land has been assessed for taxation; " For and
Against Henry George " by Jakob E. Lange with
personal reminiscences of his visit as a young m a n to
England and Scotland when Henry George was on a
speaking tour ; life sketches of Anders Vedel ; and an
instructive piece by M r J . L. Bjorner on increases in
land values (going back to 1874) in the heart of Copenhagen.

EIRE
T h e new Valuation Bill passed its second reading in
the Dail on 1 st March by 67 votes to 51. As we reported
last month, the United Irish Leaseholders' Association
has requested the Minister to consider introducing an
amendment to the Bill so that the valuation will show
the annual site value of each holding. But we await
to know what will be done in the committee stage.
The Irish Independent of 24th February reported the
meeting of the Social Enquiry Society of Ireland when
a paper on " Rating and Valuation " was read by M r
Harry Lisney, F.S.I. I n the discussion the Rev J . E.
Canavan, Chairman of the Citizens' Housing Council
of Dublin, took part and said that the view of people
interested in slum clearance was that the raising of a
rate on site value should be seriously considered by
public authorities. There was nothing revolutionary
about taxing land values. It could be done within the
framework of the constitution. It taxed only the wealth
that came from the efforts of the community and did
not tax wealth that came from the efforts of the
individual.
In the Dublin Evening Mail a correspondent, " J . H . "
upholds the Taxation of Land Values against his critics.
After replying to their points, he puts the case very well
for the " owner occupier " in the following supposition.
" If the value of all the land were divided equally
among all the people, the m a n who owns at present only
sufficient land upon which to build a small house with
garden back and front would find his share of the division
to be greater than the value of his ownership. I n other
words, he would enjoy greater relief in reduced taxation
in other directions than he would have to pay in land
value tax."
High Priced Land. " T h e r e ' s a heading for the
papers," remarked M r T. D. Sinnott, Secretary of the

Co. Wexford Board of Health (Irish Times, 23rd
February), when the engineer reported to the Board
that £ 2 5 had been asked for a piece of land 10 ft. by 10 ft.
as a site for a p u m p . T h a t worked out at £10,890 an
acre. T h e Board decided to defer the matter until a
site for the p u m p was available at a reasonable price.

NORTHERN IRELAND
T h e Belfast News Letter of 21 st March, and other Belfast
papers, report that further consideration is to be given
by the General Purposes Committee of the Belfast City
Council to a circular from the Association of Municipal
Corporations on the taxation of land values.
T h e circular suggests " that the existing system of
rating should be altered so that local authorities be
empowered to levy rates upon owners in respect of the
value of land, apart from improvements, for the purpose
of effecting a reduction in or abolition of local rates
payable at present by the occupiers of rateable property ;
securing that the public shall benefit from the land values
which arise from the presence and activities of the community ; and facilitating the acquisition of land, the
provision of houses, and the making of public improvements."
In a letter to the T o w n Clerk, Alderman Harry
Midgley wrote :—
" I think the Government should be urged to introduce
a Municipal Enabling Act, empowering local authorities
to impose a rate to be levied on land values. I understand that the following countries have introduced—to
a greater or less degree—this principle : Denmark,
New Zealand, Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia, West Australia, the Transvaal, Cape
Province, Natal, Canada (Western Provinces), and
Pennsylvania. I need hardly go into the question of
the amount of the rate which the local authority should
be empowered to levy. This could be varied according
to the circumstances of each area, or a maximum might
be laid down beyond which no local authority could go.
T h e purpose of the land values rate would be to give
relief to local ratepayers and income-tax payers, and to
ease the burden of improving and developing municipal
amenities. Under such a scheme it might eventually
be possible to levy most of the rates on land values."

HOLLAND
T h e Annual Congress of the Dutch Justice and
Freedom Party took place on 11th M a r c h in one of the
fine halls of the Annual T r a d e Fair Building in Utrecht,
Councillor H. Kolthek of Gronigen presiding. Some
50 delegates attended from various parts of Holland
and from other countries there were present M r and
Mrs A. W . Madsen from Great Britain, M. Daude
Bancel from France, and M . Marcel Cortvriend from
Belgium. T o these guests a most cordial welcome was
extended, their attendance giving, as it was stated, an
international character to the proceedings. By invitation, addresses were delivered by Messrs Madsen,
Bancel and Cortvriend, the two former being translated, while M . Cortvriend, speaking in Flemish,
required of course no interpreter. Otherwise, very
much business was transacted on a long agenda, the
session lasting some six hours altogether. It was concluded by addresses from Pastor Kanis of Stolwijk on
" Divine Worship and the Unjust Distribution of the
Social Income " ; by M r M . H. Visser, headmaster of
a n Amsterdam public school, on " Public Education
and the Fear of W a n t " ; and by M r A. Sevenster,
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of St. Anna Parochie, on " T h e Utilization of the Land
in the Georgeistic Society."
I n this, M r Sevenster
expounded the views expressed by him in one of the
informing pamphlets issued by the Party.
I n the course of the meeting M r Kolthek gave a
resume of the history of the Justice and Freedom Party
and of its work. I t was formed in 1931 and many
difficulties had to be overcome before it got a footing,
especially the arriving at the decision that the formation
of a separate party, rather than a purely propagandist
association (the peculiar circumstances in Holland,
politically, were the overriding consideration) was the
best way to advance the principles and policy of Henry
George. T h e obstacles had to be faced without any
financial strength, but they had not flinched. Theweekly
journal now called Ons Erfdeel (Our Inheritance) was
started without any fund. Later, friends were attracted who gave material financial help. Electoral
successes were won. Pamphlets began to be printed
and during the eight years of the Party's existence
pamphlets have been published to a total number of
40,000 and hundreds of thousands of leaflets; and the
journal Ons Erfdeel now appears as regularly as the
hours of the clock. Just lately they had carried
through a great achievement in the new Dutch edition
of Progress and Poverty, and for assistance in producing
this book they were indebted to the Robert Schalkenbach
Foundation in America and especially to the interest
taken in the book by the late Charles O ' C o n n o r
Hennessy, to whose memory the book is dedicated.
T h e Party was affiliated with the International Union
for Land Value Taxation and Free Trade, supporting
also the journal Land & Liberty, and had been well
represented at the latest International Conference in
London. They were joining in the celebrations of the
Henry George Centenary. H e wished the co-workers in
Great Britain as in other lands to know that they were
not at all discouraged ; on the contrary, they were
carrying on the work with redoubled energy, for difficulties only existed to be overcome and obstacles were
there to be removed to clear the way to victory.

assessment increased from $481,057,710 (say £96,211,600)
to $552,691,800 (say £110,538,400).
In other words, the building assessments of Pittsburgh
almost doubled in 25 years whereas the land-value
assessments increased only 14.9 per cent.
M r Percy R. Williams, Chief Assessor of the City, is
quoted as having stated on 2nd May, 1938 :—
We believe that the lower rate on buildings has had a considerable influence in encouraging the erection of new buildings
since 1914. In a general way the increase in building values has
been due almost entirely to the volume of new building construction during this period. There has never been any arbitrary
increase in building values on the part of the Board of Assessors,
but, as you know, there have been very material fluctuations in
building construction costs and in market values due to periods
of scarcity when demand tended to overtake supply of buildings.
At times some upward revisions were made in the valuations of
older buildings, but such upward revisions have been much more
than offset by recent downward revisions in valuations which
have made due allowance for depreciation and obsolescence.

T h e population of Pittsburgh (1938) was 691,500.
T h e capital land-value, as above, works out at $799
(say £160) per head ; but it should be appreciated
that this is the selling value of the land, diminished as
that is by the amount of taxation that falls upon land
value. It is useful to work this all out on the basis of
annual land-value. Using a percentage of 4 per cent,
the selling value is equivalent to an annual value of
£3,848,460. Add to this the annual amount of taxation
on land value, namely 3.985 per cent of £96,211,600
and the inclusive annual land value is £3,848,460 plus
£3,834,000, equals £7,682,460. I n other words, of the
total annual land value, the public authorities take
£3,834,000 as public revenue, while to landowners is
left for their appropriation, and untaxed, a n annual
amount of £3,848,460 belonging to this communally
created rent fund.

ISLE OF MAN

Little has come out of the study of the land values
question entrusted to a committee of Tyndwald which
was appointed on 15th J a n u a r y , 1937. Only little
could be expected because the terms of reference were
confined to consideration how to secure " some portion
of the increased value accruing to land owners by the
PENNSYLVANIA
execution of public improvements." It was not an
LAND VALUES IN PITTSBURGH
inquiry into the rating or taxation of land values.
T h e American City of November, 1938, published an After all this time, an interim report was issued last
article by M r Walter Fairchild which gives the latest month declaring that when a public authority has
information about the " Graded T a x Law " applying taken a portion of a man's land, but the remainder is
in Pittsburgh whereby since 1925 the rate of the City increased in value by the authority's scheme, this
tax on buildings has become half of that levied on the increase should be set off against the purchase price
value of all land whether built upon or not. Previous or compensation. Getting into these complications, in
to 1914 the City tax was imposed at the same rate on the effort to apply the quite impracticable " betterbuildings and on land values.
T h e transference of ment " idea, the committee has delayed the " difficult
taxation, till it reached the stage arrived at in 1925, was and complex s u b j e c t " of contributions from landcarried through in progressive stages ; b u t since then owners whose land adjoining that which has been purthere has been no further advance nor does the differ- chased has been increased in value by the natural
ential rating apply to the School or County taxes. I t development of a district. W h a t the committee should
applies only to the City tax. T h e assessment of land ask for is a new reference to it—to have instruction to
and of buildings is the capital value, and the position report upon the justice and expediency of rating and
with reference to the rates in 1938 was :—
taxing the value of all land whether used or not and the
corresponding remission of taxation on buildings and
O n land value O n buildings
improvements. T h e question is how to break down
%
%
the monopoly prices now charged for land and promote
City t a x . .
..
2.06
1.03
all development whether public or private ; and this
School tax
..
1-125
1.125
is the way. At least, impartial inquiry will prove that
County tax
..
0.8
0.8
to be so.
T h e Isle of Man Times, 11th March, in a critical
2.955
3.985
leading article, says : " Landowners have asked from
Since 1914 the total building-value assessment has local authorities sums which would be considered
risen from $281,871,100
(say £56,376,200)
to absurd from private owners ; they have, in fact, taken
$546,169,870 (say £109,234,000). T h e land-value advantage of the public's need. And although the
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Legislature has latterly provided that the prices shall
be fixed by a comparatively cheap method of arbitration, the cheapness is still considered to be only comparative, and arbitrators have a way of adopting a
market price which only obtains because the market
has been systematically inflated.

VICTORIA

since what is new is not true and what is true is not
new.
But his was a jaundiced vision ; he had been schooled
to play the part of Sir Oracle by his dutiful disciples who
made a fetish of his principles. His ungenerous censure
cannot minimize the value of Progress and Poverty. It has
been translated into more languages and sold in more
editions than any other economic work.

Progress, Melbourne, February issue, reported : A new
TRANSVAAL
Rating Reform League has been formed at Box Hill,
The Free People, Johannesburg, organ of the Farmers'
the aim of which is to secure the exemption of improve- and Workers' Party, reported in its March issue :
ments from rating. Camberwell, which has adopted
T h e first Conference of the Party was held at Craigthe principle of levying rates upon land values only,
has, vide The Age, 12 th J a n u a r y , " a g a i n led other munici- hall on 11 th February. About forty representatives
palities in total number and value of permits issued for were present. Encouraging reports were given of pronew buildings, etc., during December last. T h e gress on the Reef and in each of the four Provinces.
number of permits issued in this municipality was 118, There can be no doubt that a firm foundation is being
and value of the buildings £74,983. In Melbourne laid for the Party's growth throughout the country.
It was decided that party members could be nomithe value was £68,751."
Melbourne, unlike the cities of Brisbane, Sydney and nated for municipal, provincial and national elections;
Wellington (N.Z.), sadly lags behind the times in not that candidates must be pledged to support the fundayet having instituted this plan of raising municipal mental principle of the Party : " The whole of the land
for the whole of the people," and its general objects as set
income.
Officers of this new League are : President, ex- forth in the programme, and that branches will nomiCouncillor Proudfoot ; Vice-Presidents, Councillors nate candidates for approval by the Central Executive
Archer, George and Mahony, and Messrs Bassett, Committee.
T h e Central Executive Committee, a Finance ComTaysom and T o d d ; Treasurer, M r H . G. Brett ;
Secretary, M r R. E. Powell. Ratepayers are to be mittee, an Editorial Committee and a Propaganda and
asked to sign a petition requesting a poll at the next Organizing Committee were elected.
municipal elections.

INDIA
From a n article which appeared recently in the Hindusthan
Standard of Calcutta. T h e author is M r K . Srinivasan of Mylapore, M a d r a s , who writes us that he is making a close study of
Henry George's writings which will be reviewed by him from
time to time. H e is hoping to arrange a broadcast talk on
Henry George and aims to start economic classes under the
auspices of the Henry George School of Social Science.
GEORGE, the centenary of whose birth falls next
year, stands alone like the Arabian bird among the
unorthodox economists of the generation to which
Marshall belonged.
Dr J o h n Dewey, New York's beloved philosopher,
spoke true when he said : " I t would require less than
the fingers of the two hands to enumerate those who,
from Plato down, rank with Henry George. . . . His
clear intellectual insight into social conditions, his
passionate feeling for the remediable ills from which
humanity suffers, find their logical conclusion in his
plans for liberating labour and capital from the shackles
which now bind them."
Of his books, Progress and Poverty is easily the masterpiece ; in its pages he analyses, with masterly skill, the
rationale of the increase of wants with the increase of
wealth and suggests a remedy for the piquancies of the
modern economic system.
It is a fascinating survey of the numerous aspects of
" the poverty which, in the midst of plenty, pinches and
embrutes men " ; it is a convincing discussion of the
great fact that " the social difficulties existing wherever
a certain stage of progress has been reached, do not
arise from local circumstances, but are, in some way or
another, engendered by progress itself" ; it is the
quintessence of a sane social philosophy based upon the
fundamental law of the universe—justice. It is as
gripping as a fairy tale and guaranteed to provide
immeasurable intellectual stimulus. It was all very
well for Marshall to say that not a single economic
doctrine in M r George's book is both new and true,
HENRY

DR JAMES DEVON
We regret to report the death of Dr James Devon
which occurred on 25th February at his home, 67, Great
King Street, Edinburgh. He was formerly one of His
Majesty's Prison Commissioners for Scotland and had
been in retirement. Radical in politics he was as outspoken as he was sincere, his social philosophy being that
which he had many years ago derived from Henry George.
T o that movement he gave not only zeal and intelligence
but a happy disposition with all his genial humour.
A popular speaker, he was a great Burns enthusiast and
had proposed " T h e Immortal M e m o r y " at many
gatherings throughout Scotland. He earned wide
distinction as an authority on criminology. His book
The Criminal and the Community, published in J a n u a r y ,
1910, was a trenchant work on prison management, but
far more so a text-book that came so well from this
authority burning with indignation against the social
conditions and the social injustice that make for poverty
and unemployment and crime.
M r William Reid, Secretary of the Henry George
Freedom League (Glasgow) writes :
T h e League has lost by death a n old m e m b e r in the person of
D r J a m e s Devon who was for some time H . M . Commissioner of
Prisons. H e wrote a lot on the question of Crime and Criminals.
M r Rosslyn Mitchell, in a Daily Record article, says : " T h e death
breaks the last link which joined the public life of Glasgow with
the era of characters." H e quotes D r Devon as follows, viz. :—
" W h a t kind of judicial system is it t h a t has the same kind of
punishment for a m a n who half-murders a child and for a m a n who
spits on a t r a m c a r ? " " Society will d o everything for the bad
boy that it ought to do for the good boy and doesn't." " You
pamper your criminals a n d starve your decent poor." " Sixty
days in prison is often the only chance a m a n has to pull himself
together by regular hours, food and exercise." " Some of you
fellows exploit every ism except h u m a n i s m . " " T h e m a n who lets
a poisonous house is worse than a man w h o sells diseased m e a t —
the poison lasts longer."

Never was a more h u m a n document written. T o
Mrs Devon and her daughters we extend sincere
sympathy in their bereavement.
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NEWS OF THE MOVEMENT
THE UNITED COMMITTEE FOR THE TAXATION OF
LAND VALUES, LTD., 34 Knightrider Street, St. Paul's,
London, E.C.4. A. W. Madsen, Secretary ; F. C. R. Douglas,
Assistant Secretary ; W. R. Lester and C. E. Crompton,
Hon. Treasurers. (Telephone: City 6101. Telegrams: " Eulav,
Cent, London.")
The Classes of the Henry George School of Social Science, held
since last January on Mondays and Wednesdays and conducted by
A. N. Batty and L. Franklin have gone through the Progress and
Poverty course. The Monday class has been particularly well
attended.
Meetings addressed : W. R . Lester (his fifth visit) at the Union
Church Fellowship, Brighton ; A. W. Madsen, the Hornsey Burgesses' Association, sale of literature 13i. 9d. ; F. C. R. Douglas,
the Working Men's College, St. Pancras. Co-workers addressing a
number of meetings (Town Councils, etc.) have acknowledged
assistance in the way of literature and information supplied. Press
clippings show a well maintained correspondence in the newspapers,
the list including besides those reported in other columns : W. E.
Fox, Clapham Observer; W. E. Bland (several) in Palmers Green
Gazette; C. D. McKellen in Weekly Review; " Citizen " in Haslingdon Guardian; W. Ford and " Haverhill " in Nottingham Journal;
" E y e O n " in Middlesex Advertiser; " L a n d Values" in Evening
Sentinel; J . R. Whitby in Bristol Evening Post; K. E. Abbott (5)
in Bristol Evening World; E. J . Brierley (on " Public Bodies and
Land Sales ") in Bristol Labour Weekly; and the East Anglian Times
correspondence in which R. R. Stokes, M.P., joined by A. Barker,
has been kept busy replying to adversaries of the land value
policy. Ranald M. Findlay, Secretary of the Scottish Liberal
Federation, had an excellent exposition of Land Value Taxation
in the Huddersfield Examiner.
ENGLISH LEAGUE : Frederick Verinder, General Secretary,
34 Knightrider Street, St. Paul's, London, E.C.4. (Telephone :
City 6701.)
4th May.—Stoke Newington Women's Co-operative Guild, Lecture
Hall, Evering Road : Fredk Verinder, 2.45 p.m.
In addition to the meetings announced in last month's notes, the
General Secretary addressed meetings at Catford (14th March) and
at Alperton, Middlesex (28th March).
Members are reminded that the Annual Meeting of the League
will take place on Tuesday, 16th May. A preliminary circular has
been sent to all members. The Hon. Treasurer will be grateful
if members whose subscriptions are due will be good enough to
make a prompt remittance to the office.
Mrs Alice Thatcher Post writes from Washington, D.C., under
date 11th March :—
" George Hughes, the only and incomparable George Hughes,
died at his home in Topeka, Kansas, on 27th February. I
enclose two clippings (from a local paper). I can only add to
these admirable tributes that he was one of the most spontaneous
and original men Louis Post and I ever knew, and also one of
the most lovable."
George Hughes, born at Brighton on 25th September, 1865, was
the son of Thomas Hughes, author of Tom Brown's Schooldays,
fellow-worker with Charles Kingsley and other noted social
reformers of Chartist times in the middle of last century, and ardent
advocates of co-operation. At the age of seventeen he paid a visit
to his brother's ranch near the border of Old Mexico, and eight
years later he settled on a farm in Kansas. Since 1903 he has
lived at Topeka, and became one of its best known and best loved
citizens, because of (or in spite of) the fact that " he prodded the
town's conscience about the conditions it tolerated." " Kindly,
cultured George Hughes," writes the local paper. " H e loved the
city in which he lived and the nation in which it was located to
the bottom of his loyal heart. H e loved his fellows whether they
were arrogant in the strength of their own position or in want.
He gave the best that was in him to the causes to which he devoted
himself and never had a selfish thought." He promoted cooperation and the organization of labour, but there was never any
doubt as to his chief interest in life. For fifty years, in season and
out of season, by pen and voice, he devoted himself to the advocacy
of Henry George's teachings. His last years were made happy by
his success in establishing an " extension" of the (American)
Henry George School of Social Science in his home town.
He was a member of the English League for many years. On a
well-remembered visit which he paid to this country many years
ago, he made the League Office his headquarters, and left behind
many cherished memories. His breezy letters, always welcome
when he could find time to write, will now be sadly missed.
To his widow, his daughter Carolyn, his sons Thomas and Henry
George, and his beloved sister, Mary Hughes, who has devoted her
life to the welfare of the disinherited poor of the East End of London,
the General Secretary, on behalf of his fellow-members in the
League, offers respectful and profound sympathy.

LAND AND LIBERTY DISCUSSION CLUB (under the
auspices of the English League) : W. E. Fox, Hon. Secretary.
The meetings for the session 1938-39 came to an end on 30th
March, when Mr G. H. Couzens, a member of the English League,
who has preserved his youthful enthusiasm for the cause into his
eighty-fifth year, opened a discussion on " How the English People
became landless." Every Thursday evening since the beginning of
October last has been devoted to the discussion of some outstanding
problem of national or international politics in the light of fundamental economic principles as expounded by Henry George. Those
who availed themselves of the privilege of attending these meetings
are unanimous in their gratitude to the Honorary Secretary, Mr
W. E. Fox, a member of the Executive of the English League, who
arranged a Syllabus of Speakers and Subjects such as any discussion
society might be proud of. The " openers " of the discussions have
all expressed a high opinion of the quality of the discussions, and the
thanks of the League are due and are hereby tendered to those who
so usefully took part in them.
F. V.
H E N R Y G E O R G E F R E E D O M LEAGUE : William Reid,
Secretary, 9 Woodside Crescent, Glasgow, C.3. Telephone :
Douglas 5599.)
The Annual Meeting of the League has been arranged for
Friday, 31st March, in the Rooms at above address. M r John
Wilson, one of the Trustees returning from a trip to Tangier, is
expected to tell us something about the apparent effects of world
unrest in one region where they are near to the facts.
Mr Otto Ommer spoke to a study circle in Busby on the Law of
Rent on Tuesday, 7th March. The Secretary took part in a debate
at the Men's Fireside, Whiteinch Methodist Church on Friday,
17th March. O n both occasions there were appreciative audiences.
The Fireside meetings provide a social side to their activities and
get an average attendance of about 40.
Our corps of letter writers have been busy as usual. These
include Mrs A. McGrouther, A. J . Mace, J o h n Cameron, Charles
McSwan and others less constant in their efforts. M r Mace's
cuttings include Clydebank Press, Western Leader, Bulletin, News, Times,
and Citizen. M r John Cameron had two recent letters in the
Glasgow Evening Times. Another letter explaining Henry George's
philosophy over the initials J . M. appears in the Ross-shire Journal
of 10th March. Other letters are over pen names such as " Hopeful Citizen," who recommends depressed reformers to read the
Bible, Pilgrim's Progress, Progress and Poverty and The Great Illusion.
The Dundee Courier of 27th February alludes to a witty sally at a
debate where M r J . H. MacMurchie was affirming the proposition
that " Taxes Cause Poverty." Mr MacMurchie said Fascism was
on the threshold and the interrupter said it was on the platform,
a reference to the opponent who apparently was decorated with a
Fascist badge.
M A N C H E S T E R LEAGUE : Arthur H. Weller, J.P., Secretary,
98 Sandy Lane, Manchester, 21. (Telephone : Chorlton 2914.)
At the Annual General Meeting held in St Peter's CafiS, on 23rd
March, the Clitheroe League was represented by six members.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year : Dr P.
McDougall, President ; Mrs Catterall, Vice-President ; D. J . J .
Owen, Hon. Treasurer ; Jas. D. Slater, Chairman. The Secretary
reviewed the past year's work and a financial statement was presented by the Treasurer. Warm appreciation was expressed of the
President's generous support and service.
After the transaction of business, an address on the Rating of
Site Values, with special reference to the L.C.C. Bill, was given by
M r F. C. R . Douglas, M.A., L.C.C.
He spoke of the burden which is being put on local rates by the
cost of air raid precautions as a further reason for the reform of
the rating system, and told of a householder whose assessment had
been increased £2 because he put an air raid shelter in his garden
and kept a bicycle in it.
The absurdity of that was apparent to everybody, but it was no
worse in principle than the thousands of cases of people being
penalized for improving their property, while those who benefited
from public improvements paid nothing for them. Although the
L.C.C. Bill had been defeated, the movement among local authorities in support of the rating of site values was continuing to make
progress. Resolutions asking for such powers had been passed by
several authorities in Middlesex recently.
A Conference organized by the Federation of Manchester Trades
and Ratepayers' Associations, and Owner-Occupiers in Manchester
and adjoining areas, which was specially called to consider the
Rating of Site Values, was addressed by M r F. C. R . Douglas on
24th March. Mr Douglas received a cordial welcome, and his
explanation of the policy was followed by a long and interesting
discussion which was wholly favourable to the policy he advocated.
One member suggested a series of lectures or the formation of a
Class for the study of the subject, and the Secretary's subsequent
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offer to co-operate in such an effort is to be brought before their
next meeting.
Mr Douglas J . J . Owen has addressed meetings of Friends at
Manchester, Wythenshawe and Keighley. On 23rd February
Mrs Catterall spoke to the Moseley Women's Guild, and on 3rd
March M r J . C. Owen explained the Taxation of Land Values to
the Stretford Methodist Men's Fireside Guild. Meetings addressed
by the Secretary include the Kingsway (Warrington) Women's
Guild, Sevenways (Stretford) Women's Guild, and the Sale Labour
Party. At the latter meeting the Mayor presided. Alderman
Plant has long been a supporter of the League's policy.
Mr J . C. Owen, nephew of M r Douglas J . J . Owen, who recently
addressed his first meeting on land values taxation, is a welcome
addition to the League's speakers. The advent of new recruits is
always encouraging. Other young people have recently joined the
Committee—Miss Catterall, Miss Thornton, and M r J . D. Slater.
Mr Slater is doing good work for the cause in the Rossendale
district where he now resides.
Letters to Editors have been published as follows : E. M. Ginders
in the Manchester Evening News, " Citizen " in the Rawtenstall Free
Press, " Single Taxer " in the County Officers' Gazette, and the Secretary in the Peace News.
The L.C.C. Bill has led to much valuable publicity in various
Lancashire newspapers. The Warrington Labour News printed a fine
leader on the rating of site values, and a debate in the Rawtenstall
Council on a resolution moved by Councillor Turner was fully
reported in the local newspaper. On two recent occasions the
Manchester City News has quoted the " Porcupine " at considerable
length.
An old colleague and friend, now 82 years of age, writes : " I
have attended four International Single Tax Conferences and never
opened my mouth at any one of them. It is good to be able to
bridle one's tongue, but at last I am beginning to learn to speak
out loud. And it's about time."
C L I T H E R O E AND D I S T R I C T BRANCH O F T H E MANC H E S T E R LAND VALUES LEAGUE : Mr J . Rishton, Hon.
Secretary, 45 Kirkmoor Road, Clitheroe, Lanes.
The Class of the Henry George School of Social Science has
continued to meet weekly and we have had several very good
speakers on various subjects, amongst whom were M r E. Parker,
the Secretary of the local Labour Party, who spoke on " The
Popular Front," and M r J . Barnes, Secretary of the Clitheroe
Branch of the League of Nations Union, who took " Colonies " as
his subject. Both these speakers dealt with their subjects in a very
able manner, followed by keen and prolonged discussion.
We have arranged for about six members of our Group to attend
the Annual Meeting, on 23rd May, of the Manchester Land Values
League and we are especially looking forward to hearing M r Douglas,
who is to address the meeting.
We are very sorry to report the loss of one of our members—
M r J . Fielding, who was one of those responsible for the formation
of the Group a number of years ago. The sympathy of all Mr
Fielding's friends will be extended to his widow.
Y O R K S H I R E AND N O R T H E R N LAND VALUES LEAGUE :
F. Skirrow, Secretary, Tanfield Buildings, 129 Skipton Road,
Keighley.
Letters to the Press have appeared as follows : J . W. Booth (4)
Torks Observer, (1) Telegraph and Argus ; G. H. Froggart (1) Torks
Observer ; Douglas Owen (1) Keighley News ; the Secretary (2)
Keighley News.
P. V. Olver and the Secretary addressed the Dewsbury Women's
Liberal Association ; other meetings have been held as follows :
Roundhay Young Liberals (Ashley Mitchell) ; Keighley I.L.P. ;
Tang Hall W.C.G. (2) ; Silsden Labour Party (the Secretary and
H. Binns) ; A. W. Dakers, the Willows Cafe Debating Society,
Whitley Bay.
A recent development in the League's activities is the periodical
publication of a broadsheet circularized to a selected group of people.
A fifth issue of over 100 copies has been made. C. H. Jones is
responsible for this useful work and is being assisted by H. Binns.
The Annual Meeting of the League will be held in Halifax on
Saturday, 20th May, and will be followed by a Public Meeting.
An open-air Public Meeting will be held in Keighley on Sunday,
21st May. Further details will be given in our May notes.
WELSH LEAGUE : Eustace A. Davies, Hon Secretary, 27 Park
Place, Cardiff. (Telephone 1563.)
The Annual Meeting of the League will be held on Saturday,
15th April, at 2.30 p.m., at the Park Hotel, Cardiff. Following it
there will be a Public Meeting at 3.30 p.m., which will be addressed
by Mr F. C. R. Douglas, M.A., Vice-Chairman of the Finance
Committee of the London County Council, on " The Reform of
Local Rating with special reference to the proposals of the London
County Council."
On 30th March Captain Saw spoke at the Institute Gorseinon
under the auspices of the Loughor Left Book Club. This engage-

ment is instead of the meeting on 2nd March mentioned in last
month's notes.
On 13 th March Captain Saw addressed the Rotary Club, Port
Talbot. This meeting was to have been taken by our President,
Dr D. G. Taylor, but Dr Taylor was indisposed and Captain Saw
kindly deputized for him.
M r C. A. Gardner has again been active as a Press correspondent.
We regret to say that another of our members has passed away.
Mr Harry Lewis, of Nelson, one of Wales' leading tenor vocalists
over a long period, died at his home on 28th February last. He
had been a member of the League for many years. He was held in
great respect throughout the Principality. He leaves a son surviving him, to whom we have sent an expression of our sympathy.
At its meeting on 6th March the Cardiff Council increased the
rates for this year to 12s. lOd. in the £ , being an increase of 3d.
Alderman A. E. Gough, leading the Labour attack on the Council's
policy, said : " We should exercise far more pressure on the Government to give us authority to rate site values, a source of revenue
which should be tapped in common justice."
M I D L A N D LEAGUE : Chapman Wright, Hon. Secretary,
20 Cannon Street, Birmingham, 2.
The Annual Meeting will be held at 3 p.m. on Saturday, 22nd
April, at 147 Corporation Street. After formal business, Mr A. W.
Madsen, B.Sc., will give an address on " Each Country's Internal
Causes of International Strife : The Exploitation of the Working
People."
It is hoped that many members will be present and they are
asked to extend a cordial invitation to friends who are interested
in our movement.
Councillor George Sawyer had an informing article in the
weekly Town Crier—Birmingham's rate burden—Price rings and
de -rating—land values sabotaged—the L.C.C. scheme—the community pays—the land ramp—land value taxation a practical
policy. The Secretary had letters in the Birmingham Gazette, 21st
and 25th March.
L I V E R P O O L LEAGUE : H. T. Boothby, Chairman and Acting
Hon. Secretary, 15 Ashdale Road, Walton, Liverpool, 9.
(Meeting Room : The Byrom Music Studios, Houghton
Street.)
The Wednesday evening School class, conducted by M r F. R.
Jones at Byron's Music Studios, Houghton Street, Parker Street,
Liverpool, which started on 25th January, is keeping up its attendance with about a dozen new people, bright and eager all of them—
as good a class as we've had in this district so far. Louis F. Post's
coloured charts, also used by M r J . H. Eastwood for his Bebington
class, have been carried backwards and forwards across the river
each week. In regard to the latter class, M r J . M. Baker, the Hon.
Secretary, writes : Interest and attendance has been well maintained and thanks to its leadership we can consider it a great
success.
8 T H W A T E R L O O A N D D I S T R I C T CLASS :—The members of the class
have completed their inquiry as far as the end of Book V I I I of
Progress and Poverty, and the class will hold its final meeting on the
5th April. Mr J . Farrant acted as the class-guide for Book VII,
and Mr A. E. Groom will guide the class for Book IX.

CROSBY B O R O U G H H E N R Y G E O R G E F E L L O W S H I P :
S. V. Thompson, Hon. Secretary, 37 Kingswood Drive, Great
Crosby, Liverpool, 23.
(Meets on first Tuesday of each
month at Thomson's Rooms, 17a Crosby Road, N., Waterloo.)
M r E. P. McManus presided at the 7th March meeting. In the
absence of M r C. C. Paton, M r E. J . McManus opened the discussion on " Is Social Credit a remedy for Poverty and Unemployment, or can it be regarded as complementary to the Taxation of
Land Values ? " he submitting some of the assumptions on which
the Social Credit proposals are based (including that of poverty
being the result of a material or mechanical defect instead of being
due to a moral defect, or social wrong) and also economic facts
which Social Creditors failed to recognize or overlooked. Several
other subjects were raised and discussed.
At the 7th April meeting, M r M. Brazendale will open the discussion on " Are all concentrations, or combines, injurious to the
community ? " Chairman, M r F. Mullan.
M r Cecil S. Craig, B.A., addressed a meeting of the Seaforth
Branch (Women's Guild) of the Liverpool Co-operative Society
on Tuesday, 7th March, he speaking on the " Taxation of Land
Values."
The Liverpool Evening Express published a letter on 7th March
from Mr George Emsley.
On the initiative of Councillor David Arnott, the Rating Committee of the Crosby Council recommended the Council to support
the proposal of the Edmonton (London) Council in regard to
the Rating of Land Values.
On 12th April at 8 p.m. a social evening will take place, to which
all class members on the Merseyside will be invited. Tickets Is.
each, including refreshments, to be obtained from the Treasurer.
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DERBYSHIRE LAND VALUES LEAGUE, G. Musson, H o n .
Secretary, 29 Denby Lane, Codnor, Derbyshire.
Nottingham Castle has been sold. We understand that the
purchasers are Oxford University. Of the sale, the Nottingham
Evening News says, 9th March, 1939 : " Only once has there been
an actual sale (of the Castle) and that was 265 years ago. . . .
The growth of the value of the land of which the Park is comprised
has synchronised with the growth of the community, of which the
Castle was once the citadel and guard. Little intrinsic value was
attached in those days to those grassy hills and valleys. To-day
the sum of half a million sterling is mentioned as the price at which
the estate has passed into new ownership."
The Ripley Co-operative party at their recent general party
meeting passed a resolution in favour of Land Values Taxation.
This was, we understand, moved by our member, M r L. E. Searson,
of whose activities we are constantly hearing.
O n the 1st March the Heanor U.D.C. considered a letter from
Edmonton Borough Council. This asked them to support a motion
for the rating of Site Values and condemning the present rating
system. O n the motion of Councillor Leonard Shipley this was
passed. The following week it came before the Ripley U.D.C.
and we regret to say that it was defeated. T h e mover of the
amendment (against Taxation of Site Values) seemed to think that
the postponement of the 1939 re-assessment affected this question
and stated that the Government were conducting an inquiry into
the matter. We have challenged him in the local Press to substantiate these peculiar arguments but no reply has been received
to date.
All the candidates in Ripley, Heanor and Alfreton U.D.C. and
all who are contesting in the Belper R.D.C. have been sent a
questionnaire asking them to define their position on Land Value
Rating.
P O R T S M O U T H LEAGUE : A. H. Stoakes, Hon. Secretary,
110 Baffins Road, Portsmouth.
The Annual Meeting of the League was held in the Wesley Central
Hall on Wednesday, 15th March, M r Lee presiding in the absence
of M r McGuigan, who was unfortunately on the sick list. The
following officers were elected for the year 1939 : President—Mr
J . H. McGuigan ; Vice-President—Mr S. Cole ; Secretary—Mr
A. H . Stoakes ; Treasurer—Mr Miller ; Committee—Messrs F.
Collins Bailey, A. Cooper and R. Lee.
Arrangements for future meetings were left to the Committee,
but it was decided to celebrate the birthday of Henry George on
2nd September by a social gathering and addresses.
H I G H L A N D LEAGUE : Isaac Mackenzie, Hon. Secretary and
Treasurer, 5 Queensgate Arcade, Inverness.
Making a round of Strathglass in February, the Secretary observed thousands of acres of land extending from Fasnakyle Bridge
to Struy, about seven miles, where the plough had not been used
for years. On the south side of the river four farms were passed
which were practically silent. No cattle, poultry, or horses, ploughs
or the usual equipment of farms could be seen. O n the fifth farm
passed there was one ploughed field. Evidently in this once
cultivated Strath, cultivation had gone out of fashion. Idle acres
make idle men, and Strathglass with its beautiful and impressive
scenery bringing visitors and tourists in thousands in the summer
months is now almost a wilderness. And why is it so ? Because
mother earth is monopolized by the few, and because of the evictions
in the early part of the last century.
NORTH

WALES

M r A. Williams Price writes :
" Tuberculosis in Wales, Horrifying details, etc., etc." Are we
excited by these newspaper stunts, do we think that all our health
and housing troubles are to be ended by the latest " Report " ?
Please accompany me on one of my " tramps," and glance at three
typical villages : Chirk Green, locally called " Three hundred an'
fifty," this being the number of houses dumped upon the old
village green. The predominant feature of the landscape is the
spoil bank, or tip. Three miles to the north lies Cefn Bychan.
This village looks quite pretty ; from a distance ; the houses are
" dug in " upon the uneven incline between two extensive and level
plains.
Two miles further north is Ruabon. Just before the village is
reached we pass a derelict colliery, locally called " the Green Pits,"
because they were sunk in the village green. Ruabon is housed in
a sort of pig-trough indentation in the soil. " Well, you have merely
shown us three mean little villages, each of which seems to have
been built upon communal land, quite unsuited for building purjK>ses, while hundreds of acres of level, firm, dry land lie idle on the
other side of the Park Wall ? "
T h a t is the trouble. In North Wales the people cannot, or dare
not, look over the " Wall." If they once plucked u p courage to
do so, they would realize that Land Monopoly means poor housing
sites ; it is the root cause of unemployment.
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T h i s is a n i m p o r t a n t d a y f o r e v e r y h o u s e w i f e !
F o r t h e n e w e s t , latest, very greatest A C M E is
h e r e ! T h e A C M E 55 C l e a n s e r - W r i n g e r .
It
is n e w i n a h u n d r e d a n d o n e w a y s . N e w i n
t h e grace, s h a p e a n d s h e e r loveliness of i t s
design. N e w in the painstaking attention to
t h e t i n i e s t d e t a i l . B u t , m o s t of all, n e w i n t h e
s e n s a t i o n a l w a y it cleanses as w e l l a s w r i n g s .
T h i s amazing cleansing action comes f r o m t h e
scientifically c o n t r o l l e d s
1 a 1M r w
s y s t e m of t h e A C M E o p e r a t i n g o n s e n s i t i v e
1 6 1 in
ti
a n d resilient r u b b e r rollers w h i c h a c t u a l l y
m
/
s e a r c h t h e w h o l e w a s h a n d s q u e e z e o u t all t h e
/ \
/ JL
dirt, scum, a n d soap along with the water.
ttw / ^
N o matter h o w thoroughly t h e clothes are
/
washed a n d rinsed, t h e A C M E has t h e last
w o r d i n cleansing.
H e r e a r e s o m e of i t s w o n d e r f u l n e w f e a t u r e s — n e w f o l d i n g t w i n b o a r d s — n e w
two-way drain—new reversible handle—new telephone lifting grip—new
p r e s s e d steel f r a m e — n e w s t a i n l e s s c h r o m i u m a n d g l e a m i n g b l u e e n a m e l —
a n d , of c o u r s e , a n A C M E 10 y e a r s ' f r e e r e p l a c e m e n t g u a r a n t e e .
W r i n g e r - M a n g l e - C l e a n s e r all i n o n e ! E v e r y t h i n g f r o m a b i b t o a h e a v y b l a n k e t .
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ACME Folding
CLEANSER-WRINGER
T h i s n e w m o d e l is a r e a l s p a c e
saver for t h e m o d e r n h o m e .
It
folds u p into remarkably small space
a n d is a b s o l u t e l y r i g i d i n u s e .
It
will t a k e a n y s i z e o r s h a p e of d o l l y
tub, zinc or enamel bath.
Two
r u b b e r c a s t o r s e n a b l e it t o b e easily
wheeled into position and the adjustable r u b b e r feet ensure rigidity
o n a n u n e v e n floor.

ACME

Cabinet
CLEANSER-WRINGER

This model represents the
greatest stride towards t h e
p e r f e c t i o n of h o m e w a s h i n g
equipment. Amazing compactness,
utility
convenience,
strength
and
rigidity. Will t a k e any size
of d o l l y t u b , z i n c o r e n a m e l
b a t h . B u i l t of steel f o u r
times stronger t h a n cast-iron
T h e p a n e l s of t h e C a b i n e t
are finished in mottled, n o n chipping enamel in four
different finishes to m a t c h
any colour scheme—-blue
mottle, green mottle, grey
mottle, a n d oak finish. F o r
easy m o v e m e n t , this m a c h i n e is fitted w i t h r u b b e r
castors a n d an adjustable
f o o t is also fitted t o e n s u r e
rigidity on u n e v e n
floors.
T h e white porcelain enamel
t a b l e t o p is 2 0 i n . X 2 6 i n .
T h e h e i g h t of t h e C a b i n e t
is 3 2 i n .
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